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Cold
You know what we have come up to
when the crisp air fashioned like a morning blues
among the icy limbs
has suddenly cut itself
on the broken edges of things, and even
the shadows on the snow seem broken
as they twist away over the crest
as stiff as a curse,
and the shadow falling over
the far side slides down into a small valley
of terrible blue-the inner pool, say, of a soul
that has been lost so often
it seems to have never happened
and this is where you find your sense
of bundled rags, frozen jars, the smoky low fires.
Is it your own heart
crunching in and giving way with every step?
Nothing is moving,
only the whisper of gray from a chimney
and the thought of some landscape
without the loneliness of death.

•

And then the stillness itself
has become a kind of motion in the absence of motion,
as if simple consciousness were a moving thing
in a world of stiff items,
the one living thing
in a dead gallery of exhaustion.
This is the cold
of the genuinely passionate, a heartless
and hurting want
that remembers only itself.
Every hill of the field is bone.
The hard trees are as black and empty as rocks.
Tomorrow's sun
is kept alone in a dark and secret box.

5
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from chimes in a still
she knows that the height of the miracle is
in its absence of truth. and she knows that
a story that is no longer here, no longer
among us, is a story that is not meant to be
told. fiction upon the breath of the corpse.
and that somewhere between the mask and the
character lies what was taken away.
the down is blowing away. the nest abandoned.
and she has seen angels hung from the rafters
of the Milky Way, a pile of magnets exiled
from oblivion.
and she has seen the feast rotting at the
table, ghost of the coward's posture added
to it.
and she has determined that these sums are
not for mathematicians, not for accountants,
that the herds were already numerous upon
these plains.

,-..,;,-..,;,-..,;

who else to tell these deaf that they have
awakened in a time of choirs? someone to
confess this debris. someone w / loose
connections to the grail.
beneath no shadow other than her own, she
translates herself into languages that
have never been, nor will ever be, spoken.
striking reclusive postures, watching
tools grow obsolete in the hand, shunning
the current leprosy, she pushes her
headlights across the outback.
through a clear mask she comes to farm
this replica, this myth of equal shares,
illusion of seaside property. illusion
of a road out.
,-..,;,-..,;,-..,;

because being is already the end of want
there can be nothing more added to funnel
this balance complete.
the clarity of the charm is w / in its being.
it is as if the vehicle whose arrival she
has been awaiting will bless her, will
invent for her more than what is. will
liberate her as a gentle hand or a
battlefield.
and the lotion for such patience, to provide
or to make numb? (or is patience to become
the reward of itself?)
she receives no contact, no gratitude....
immunity soaked into the luxury of the
passerby.
and.she remains, only, w / tom and ancient
scraps of cloth believed to have once been
a map.
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fetalsong
the reflection of clouds drifting across
the lens. across the miles the miles
themselves. the illusion of frontier
blessed by wheel and jettison. wheat
fields as seen through spread jam.
but that it takes equipment to get lonely,
to package oneself away from the feel.
spurs welded to ash, she makes her way
w I fruit filled baskets, lone ship upon
the desert, its hump grizzled w / light.
and yet that she claims to have never
been more than an exhausted traveler
waiting for the baths to fill.
she gives away whatever casts a shadow.
she throws dimes upon unmarked graves,
strings of pearls for yesterday. a
whole world bearing gifts, she leaves
w I out a name.

by the light of her own scars. as one of
the concubine mocking the emperor's face
in orgasm. as a goddess bestowing
chocolate to our people, memorizing the
motions of the slave in order to survive
-bent this way to collect the dew.
there is no view that she hasn't suffered
from. the wind through the noose sweetens
her face. her scent in the towel of her
leaving.

i' m climbing to the top
of the minaret of this moment
calling you all to prayer
there are angels
who in their sadness
desperately beat themselves
against the insides of our skins

wanting us
to toucn one another

wanting us to touch
the sadness of angels
whose touch we seem immune to
whose fetalsongs are
roving in the womb
angels we are dead to
angels moving round and through us
like fish swimming through
the captain's cabin of a ship
on the oceanfloor
angels like spiders in
the ribcage of a skeleton
everything multiplied in their eyes
their song a threaded web catching
the word of god
the word of creation
for us to eat
but these ~ngels we are dead to

and we might fear death
being reminded ofit permanently
for even our stars are trilobites
hot fossils of what were
cold coffee
but even stars we allow to tell us
to foretell us
but in the clearcold winter
we wonder
whether the flickering stars
are simply mirroreyes of angels
reflecting the flash
of the spark and boom
of our creation
and so death has the eyes of a puddle
tears
that do not fall
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is there ever talk of a coup
in the coffeehouses of hell

is there ever a need
do fallen angels remember singing
praise like we remember
playing late into summer
evenings thick with mosquitoes
is there ever talk of a coup
in the slums of the empire of hell

is there ever the need...
WE ARE THE LAND
OF THE EMPIRE OF CIDLDREN
WHO DO NOT KNOW THEIR PARENTS
AND WHO SLEEP HARD AFTER SEX
WE ARE THE LAND OF THE EMPIRE
WITH DUST OF THE MOON
IN LABORATORY BAGS
WE ARE THE EMPIRE OF THE FREE
WHOSE ANTHEM IS A BATTLEHYMN
WRITTEN BY CONQUERORS
WE ARE THE EMPIRE OF CHILDREN
WHO WANT TO SING PSALMS IN A LAND
WHOSE LEADERS HAVE THE ODOR
OF DEAD ANGELS ON THEIR BREATH
THE ROTTEN SMELL OF
CASTRATED PRAISE
WE ARE THE EMPIRE WHOSE CHILDREN
WANT TO SING PSALMS
IN A LAND ONLY WORTHY OF LAMENT

0 to be the land full of temples
pregnant with stones
that few in
built nests
molted wings
and stayed

but there are schizophrenics who
mumble to themselves
in the parks
of our libraries
whose minds
circulate thoughts
like the rapid trek of blood
through the arteries
which they feel one day crawling
through their arms legs chest
neck fingers and lips
like hundreds of tiny snakes
or worms and possibly the birdsong
is the knock of vibration
on the ground's door
the worm wiggles toward to answer

i' m climbing to the top
of the minaret of this moment
calling you all to prayer
there is a sadness of angels
whose touch we seem immune to
as they desperately beat themselves against
the inside of our skin
and i'm waking from my dreams
that come like huge moths
dusting my body
with blue powder
so that the fingertips of angels
leave patterns
of swirled nebulae
and the small
spinning planets
that spiral from my pores drop
to the floor and are carried
far below the houses
on the backs of ants

we do not talk of coups
we are the land of the empire
that supplies soldiers
with the dust of the holyland
on their boots

10
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And
And the anniversaries peel away from the calendar
and the cease-fire has ceased
and antelopes' migration paths are blocked with human fences
and negotiations will not be resumed
and each night's television shows look like yesterday's
and the uprising has been repressed
and freedom appeared six years ago
and the border must be sealed
and back then nobody knew what would happen
and only birds can cross
and everyone regrets it deeply
and extremists have seized their opportunity
and we wish we could tum back the clock
and photographers are waiting for a compromising situation
and excavations show the extent of the crime
and the seasons run together at the border
and summer's drought took a heavy toll
and hopes flared for a moment
and the antelopes circle in bewilderment
and nobody has admitted to placing the bomb
and the princess announces she will sue
and if diplomacy fails force may be considered
and hardly a trace of the wall remains
and the scandal will be the subject of an investigation
and the jungles have been modernized
and a low turnout is expected for the elections
and the doves have flown south for the winter
and foul play has not been ruled out
and a spokesman for the company is addressing the problem
and there is no cause for alarm
and and and

The Monk's Ghost
A Franciscan Brother returns to his cell
at the California mission
after two hundred years
with the startled face of a snowfall
in the August heat.
He lies on his bed
as if he had never been away
and folds his hands
which promptly fly
to join the roosting doves.
The appearances are seconds
of damaged video;
he has a starburst for an eye,
and when he peels off his robe
the scars on his back
are silver worms.
Those who see him
say that heat rushes out of them,
that his sub-zero hand
motions to bless
but only wants to draw the power
from their limbs,
that he becomes the flash
of a freshly struck match.
When he has gone,
his howling appetite remains
chained to the wall
with its teeth on fire.
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IN THE NUMB OF YOUR BODY
We are such stuff
As dreams are made on, and our little life
ls rounded with a sleep.
-Shakespeare, The Tempest IV:1

In the water month we packed all we had
into a half-shaped cart and followed all
that fell from the moon, toward horizon.
You looked back, in a part-turned stare, at all
that rose and flickered in the dust behind.
A mother and father licked then faded
along the lined land that lapped the Atlantic,
where a lover drowned you, a little death,
to soil the oceans and make them fertile.
Your belly still in a slight bulge from what,
in the ragings of instance, died from him.
Now we tum our heads to where we set them
and lurch westward, pushing all our life in
a tiny land, the dry east in our wake.
We came to this place in a honey trimmed
August. All but one of our oxen dead,
buried in the blue air wav'ring across
a wintered path where we rose upward through
feet and the rattlings of all our life,
to pause and look down on question. Zion?
And whisper of the tops of mountains.
I built a cabin for us near a stream
where you saw a lizard in half its skin;
you remained quiet, but looked up at me
as though you too could shed your skin and leave
it dead on sand still posed as you were.
I never told you how I brushed my hand
against your side and felt worth in my life.
Time passed. We grew colder with the autumn.
I would lie in the bed across from you
watching your body sleep, wondering if
there had been a time, long before
we had married and crossed the desert,
when we were young, in Braintree,
14

did you ever see me in the streets, where
I had you, and yearn to cry out your dust
and mingle the water of your life with mine.
I spoke to you then, when you were quiet
in the numb of your body and told you
the oceans my lips had lost in coming.
And when every voice whispered we should die
before the winter had raised its beast head
to breathe flame into our fireplaces
and hear me say, Maggie, I fear the cold.

The harvest was poor and left our cellar
barren of the wheat that brought us here
years ago when youth was spread in the west.
Once you woke while I wept over your bed
and asked, why do you cry? And I, shadowed
by a moon behind me-It is only

the rain in my eyes and I am tired.
Then you went back to sleep, thinking no more
of my tears, no word to rake silence
from my lips of all that was of the moon
blazing above our little quiet beds.
So I moved to the window and looked out
across the endless wheat field, spreading like
spilt milk over all we had grown out of
a steadfast earth trembling beneath our feet.
In the noon of an early October
we stood in gentile prisons of long wheat.
I with my scythe moved in constant sliding
and you that evening knelt and threshed the wheat.
Your back shook when your hands would rise and fall
clasping to the thin busheled wheat: a brush
I used for your hair before the dawning
of winter.
Looking out over the field
I saw all the oceans we left behind.
It was then that we glanced to each other
in the alien wheat,
and spilt the soil
of our Israel into the mountains
surrounding all our east that now was gone
and wept by the waters of Babylon.

15
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II

2 Poems
when you speak, the trees ache for your insides
when you miscarry, the streets kill for your pregnancy
when the lips have forgotten you
~nd returned along without you
into the corners of what is outside,
your smallness will hang like a visible sound
the voice you are called by, before the absence
and the little grave, the skull of lips,
when your windows were dewed without steam
and your leaking skin hung like a garden,
photographic, and consuming
as funeral cars ending abruptly in the afternoon
between streets
to blacken their headlights

5 Poems
1/

4/

Like Melville

Death doesnt need
your embrace or
a date or a

you get the
feeling - though
slowly- there
was something
youthoughtyou

promise. It has
more belief in
you than you have.

had to say.

5/
,._, ,._, ,._,

May my right hand wither you,
Solomon, in Philistia
or Palestine, if we are not
remembered by this ruminant ·
earth as a holocaust offering.
For the tears of our hair remain
in the quelled ambitions of rain,
ever rippling ghosts in deserts
of Sinai: the mammoth god.
Lightning bugs.
A cob of sand.

THETHEBANS

Variations
ona theme by
maybe you know -

Everyone cheats
as much as each thinks
can be got away

baby - who. The
first cry is that
of the mother.

2/

with. But life blindly
learns to see justice
wield the one weapon.

3/
Can you imagine
this ever happened
happening? You have
to be crazy to
be. What else is old?
You don't need TV.
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thinking towards objects
naked like that

5 Poems for Larry Eigner (1927-1996)
These poems are the result of reading the concrete world using many of the techniques used
by Eigner, who I consider our American Basho. I'm still in awe of his ability to elevate the
quotidian details of life to high poetry, simply by neutralizing the "grip" of the self or mind
in the act of observation. This is a way of being-in-the-world that isn't really as common in
poetry as one would expect. The use of "eye and voice caesura" in Eigner's art, and the literal
and figurative obliquity of his lines, give the reader a ukiyo-e lift. We are soon in the Floating
World of Utamaro, Hiroshige, Hokusai and others. The world is, after all, always someone's
slant. I only hope I caught some little bit of the breeze that blew through his wholly-savored
life. W.B.Keckler

between us

the forest
twitches blue
spaces
between
trees never sleep
ergo, never wake
butyou
do
gold around your eyes

the will appears only
as wind does
streets
heads turn to check
make sure houses are holding
up

I get empty

what a concept

this is about autumn
reading his birds leaving

when you're
asleep
thick

this borrowed landscape
it's artificial
it's radioactive

outside on the picnic table
pages turning trembling
"all by themselves"

can't separate the grammar
from the message
a waterfall

or mountain

like locks of his hair
(snip snip

between billboards of promises

what a surprise
"he took drugs"

sleep phases in backyards

the empty spaces

amusing the way deer manifest

snakes pause
mind gerrymanders

you left in everything
say it all
your golden hives
the honey
the hum
,._, ,._, ,._,

it simply does

roads

expected difference
comes back
dreams
those ones

were first

this land says so
paying no mind
got us all here

18
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cat carries a grasshopper in her mouth
without breaking

its time

I'm sorry
for everything
I regret

we admire in repulsion

nothing

(nature repulses The Way
a magnet
gently pulling
with a supposed medium

you're maybe
it's 2:56 a.m.
is still funny

(I mean it pushes back

my watch
in media res
insects hang around
(it's October magnetism
guiding birds

Basho is still
stilted (meaning
he walks
on stilts

to fly away over color and doing

I saw through a color

this idea of reprieve
seems senseless, in
the long run ·
of stars,

is wrong

on the other side
it was busy
of language (where I worked

away from each other

skip

seen through branches, clawing
still, there are these moments

a few frames
it's about language

on the t.v.

avalanches of look (
the cat opens her mouth

or how, someone, impersonates

(surprised by you
coming around the comer
and the soft bird, alive,
flies

here you're supposed to laugh,
it feels good
and for a moment
between commercials
there's no one

to
and you think

the radiance

20
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THE PRONOUNCEMENT
WITH HANDS
Already the winter with its snowy world
calms the farm, the birds
a long sentence pressed
to a page of sky;
my mother,
two years dead,
walks into
the backyard of my dream,
rounding the maples
past mounds of dung,
calling out nothing;
my mother
old as the sky
and walking toward the house,
her legs immutably thin
as she boots up snow that will
stay here all winter,
as she steps onto the porch
in all of her sadness,
holding the dead crow which is
her soul up to the window
in a pronouncement of hands,
pointing it south
with a fist, like so many words,
toward me.

Decoding
The clarity of the night air
stars so sharp my eyeballs bleed.
Under the observatory of sky
I'm a flesh telescope refracting
starlight through eye lenses
onto my retina's photographic plate,
decoding the mirror image, spitting out data.
Never saw the Milky Way till I came here
the constellations of traffic
and streetlights had been too strong
and the red glow from the chemical factory
burning on the horizon
like a crashed galaxyI lived blinded by its fall-out.
Now I'm re-adapting. I'm gathering
wild apples, trying to grasp
the pastoral from a post-industrial vantage,
trying to imagine what state of being
awaits me beyond the event-horizon.
Suddenly all I've got are my sensestheir messages in an unfamiliar language.

Fuel running out
Late autumn sun little
hotter than the moon.
Birches a boneyard
forced up by frost heaves.
Ice in my heart
the color of weak tea.
Through fog, the sun
hairy with mold.
I watch as breath flocks
over my left cheekbone
wings of human exhaust
migrating into a past.
The shadow-crows
are eating everything.
The sea's metallic bedsheet
keeps folding, folding
over the paralyzed
legs of the wind.
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birth

day
poem
who can stop
the banter
of the angels
they assault
from both sides
and earth will be raised in the great fire
who knows
about mars
i keep running
into
people
shadows without
sunlight
i am unable to connect
them to time and place
it is as if they have always been
i had only to locate them
before i was
daughtersisterfriend
before i was mightier
than the stars
though i do not remember
like jung
or
have dreams
like freud
i only know
we die
before
we remember anything

24

the only perfect communion
is in utero
we partake of our mother
yet there is no gift
for her
sacrifice
for her joy
i have razed forest
only to discover
a dormant mustard seed
in a hallow
fallow field
angels banter
heaven may be mars

Simon Perchik

W24
It could be the birdbath
caressed and the Earth
still melting into oceans, lakes

-could b the ice forgets
surfaces where I trace your lips
sip from the sharp stone
all winter chipping off feathers
splashing and my palms
again the cradle birds know
is heated with stones
waiting too -could be this
the smooth, humming one
rising through kisses and the ice
already singing to its shoreline
--could be you hear each half
closing in :one stone
cracking open the sun, the others
full length, over you.

26
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Poem Written With Anne Waldman
Adam

I found my virginity
today-it washed ashore
by the creek alongside
mixed sexes of come,
condoms, screams, &
visions of you.
I can feel your blond
hair-moist with imaginings
now slowly, quietly making
love (fucking for our love)
with my wiry cock hair
& I still taste your tongue
& feel your wetness on

my teeth-lick your come
from my fingers & you
enter my dreams & my
virginity is lost-drowning
in the creek
my lost virginity follows ·
me home like a brainless
puppy & licks my calves
& I kick it to the ground

THIS IS ALL LEFT TO PRIESTS
This is all left to priests.
Afterwards, the forest glows, thinks of white
folk, thinks of moon and doe and does not
bite back. But there is a break in a line of birch
where we have sacrificed shamen
too old to be deprived of life.
Now, this is blood.
All leaf and underbrush our stains, our own
hands which cleared the banks of the Susquehanna.
Think settlements now. Where earthen mounds are
bone's chandelier, where christian tales take on
the apparition of our own snake saints
and turtle saints
and wolf saints.
This is golden apparition of our deadened shamen,
dead
turtle-mouthed boys yet old. At least half a life.
At least found scribes, but when it came ...
too late for us.
We are out of our lands, wasting away in desert heat.
This is all left to the priests.

Anne

Lost it? virginity
an apartment in the city downtown
what was a condom?
Attendant fear of babe, of shame
where are we in time?
Girls are not thinking such things
My hair is soft, not wiry
Gender is my issue
What issues from me
Can I feel you?
What is tasting what
Fumble & fall, cry out
So there could be a dream filament once
it had my own body inside it
I would know my body better now,
animal, the animal remembers
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POET ESCAPES THE BONDS OF EARTH
upon a satellite
there broods
Poet he or Poet she

all about the fields of men we are low
all about the fields of women we are stuck
on the vulva's image,

we sees these Chinese these Russians

still,

we sees these English and these French
we sees these Yankees and these Apache

it is as men and women wear dresses
it is as men and women perfume themselves
it is as men and women kissing their own kind.

all across this flat sphere

What grand list proscribes this kiss?

we sees no weather over all places
what a ridge will do
to take culture into its own
unique voice,

From this mount
straddling the earth's sky
Poet he or Poet she is thus observed
as Poet she or Poet he is found

the wasted lands thought about floods
the urban lands thought about famines
the fertile lands thought about droughts
Now we butcher what's left, our minds
with training in our stocks
our bonds our funds (which are mutual,
for they are mutually owned).

FOR A BROOK'S TRAVERSED POINT,
A POET'S BRIDGE
Now take a lover, for instance
a lover whose words sound saturated
with this brook's sweet running,

These economies are harvest songs

there in acid's packet there is

these stocks are songs of rain

sweetness yet which instructs

these bonds are songs of victory
over your enemies
What ziggurat becomes:

observing.

a stock exchange.

What priest or cult becomes, oration or the singing stars

ant to ant,

lover to lover,

bee to bee
the nest and suburbia

the hive and projects
my nest of sweet-

tongue,

with singers' names
from this Madonna

my nest of sweetbrook silt

to this Piaf

my nest of wing's bones and my ne(s)t of fossils.
All about the lovers' corners
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where the lovers meet in a quiet

drops of purple

grotto is upset by the shriek
stirring, a whispered pulse
blossoms.

of a jet.

the universe hums
two women
miles & heartbeats away
float
above their spirits-breath
shapes a blanket to bear trembling seed.

or the ancient cobbled street
b jeweled in autos and trucks
and trams and trains
and wrecks of autos
and wrecks of trucks
and wrecks of trams
and wrecks of trains

night spirals into its storm
opens a mouth of dusk for our stream.
scar
patterns traced in their void
take what the silence
gives.

and baby-speech
inside a pram which passes thee science of History or
thee science of Technology
found upon this street.
lovers are not told
be friendly
insert thy tongue.

a man who cannot laugh bends his back,
uses the power of gentleness to hold a trembling moth
with broken wings the color of dreams and midnight.
final notes
fade into waves.
with a drift of the wind comes peace.

this closed vulva,
these peeled-open eyes,
my onion is the eye's sting
as is this
is the vulva's singing:
'What breaks me open is the notion
of technology saving myself
from communicable diseases: these of H.I.V.
and Syphilis
and bitter tones
and bitter tongues
and weaker con
situtions.'
No more the lovers sing to the moon.
the moon's cover is a sheen.
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K~ith F l y n n

Critical Mass
One minute past noon
and all is darkness,
except for you.
Th cats prowl lectric in th fi ld.
Th hammock rop s dangle,
free from burden.
And what a strange smell,
two lives burning together.
What animal is this
we are making that
steals our breath?
That rushes to rescue
our fragments?
We were not sent here
to save each other.
We were meant to comfort.
But what parts of my skin
can I give to you?
On what plot will you
build your dreams?
In the arms of the light
a solitary spirit
begs and grow ls
for us to hold our own.

The wind that I blow
into you will seek
the water in your leaves.
The anger that I push
like a raisin
into the cake of your body
will spread and thicken.
All past and present
will stick to us,
be swallowed into us
as we float like black holes,
forgetting into the future,
until all time is us and now,
the way the novas dance
in their final seconds, all planets
revolving together into night.

for Aimee

In all crisis, opportunity.
In all bedlam, beauty.
Our hands are older
than our bodies,
creased with maps
of secret history,
of every hushed liaison,
every tearful turning away.

Just as the land is revealed
to be older than its people
when the mosaics speak;
my voice is only one
of the forces of the world.
But make no mistake,
as I am all men in you,
my words are a storm.
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Krista. Fra..nklin

Arrowdynamic, or Aztec Gods in Space
for Tupac Amaru Shakur (1971-1996)

they said ain't no such thing
as black angels but
you showed them, huh, shot tumbling
from white cloud skies like a brilliant
star flung from the hand of God
Something like you happens once
every onehundredandsixty years
camouflaged by night, lurking
just outside the Big House with
aspirations of freedom hovering
above your head
only heavenly signs instigate
onslaughts, like the union of
moon and sun
Shining serpent, with back arched and
prepared to strike, you slithered
sweet on me like Eve, determined
and discontent. We had intercourse
on small town sidewalks, your
mouth pressed against my ear like
your belly to dust. homeless,
and all at once I thought,
the fire next time is now and
ain't black power beautiful brothers
all chocolate cocoa covered
standing on City Hall steps or
in the midst of master bedrooms
heads and axe picks raised swinging down
in a swift sweeping motion

gunsmoke auras, and the only
blood spilled would be theirs.
Your laugh
was maple-syrup-slow-poured
over my bruised heart.
...but american legends are like that.
Specters, slightly sulfuric with the
eyes of angels and tongues aflame
and somewhere on our turbulent ride
jet-propelled and sleek
I lost you
my heart
your smile
Apocalyptic
kinetic
your descent: unstable and
combustive
From behind bars, your daddy wrote,
"Some of us are only one season, and
others like you were part of many seasons,"
And noone thought Panthers could
give birth to snakes. but you showed
them, huh, you showed them.
10/22/96

Veins that pump hot
lava mouths like open volcanoes with
fire-and-brimstone tongues
minds
like receivers are lightning streaking
summer skies
I thought I knew you in that
caterpillar place. Our silk spun
souls too delicate are cocooned
in the process of Becoming.
The brilliant winged ones, we
would erupt, I whispered, with
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Na.ncy Leva.nt

rest while a few streets rebuild the
mountains
to sara and naomi

this is the cradle; how it feels
in a valley where no lagging steps
ruin what can be gentle or grave;
after that, after suing for peace and
charms that the weddings and funerals
have exiled into simple love, how natural
it all seems to live a bird-like flight
and die where an undiscovered country
seems as real as one living epitome.
the stars fix; their allegory half bright
where mountains reform the unseen life
with ours and penetrate between living and guilt;
terrace to terrace toward the summit,
attracted to two souls clinging together
and crushing each other's failing;
in the cradle the panderers and flatterers
upon the center of the universe dream
of exquisite softness where god is figured,
where light is liquid as midnight and
cars rush in ordinary moods passing
and disappearing into deep water;
such is a single touch to a new face
upturned to the stars above it;
where the brick is the mountain,
where rocks sway and birds rest
upon the amber of their insects,
sleeping and passing through darkness.
in the cradle there is no walking
upon the full fury; only a rowing
to the times of giants and gates,

calls and letters
my sea has been livid
night by night, and in it
your necks broken and clicking.
it is a weight of an earth
that is mine that you rescued
as only mourners can,
roaring in intervals
of sullen air, preserving
life with hard labor;
i am half now in the rocky
base of language and a half
absent theme concluding:
love is half-headed
and spent in notepaper,
pinned, shredded on a brittle laugh;
but to the human forms
on caverns, your legendary names
and passages; your deep voices
of hunting and war and
death in the sea's first
deep blue light,
your emanations are the permissions
of my minor notes
and dreamed in a mind's fight
that in an opposite world,
where rivers wash our rock
to a soft infant, you tumbled
roused and unfolded;
passed on to alpha,
sapphire and cloud.

where all the rises sheer up yawning;
rest while a few streets
rebuild the mountains.
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Cough Car
Jo~ep~. It _onlf happened while he drove. When he was young it began as a
mild t~cklmg m his throat, and the sound he made was buried in his speech.
Most hmes the other passengers could barely hear it or distinguish it from the
harsh K sound that was ever so frequent in his talk about even the most
~undane affairs. When the other passengers were loudly talking it seemed
hk~ he ~as ~ess likely to rack his body with spasms and double over at the
waist with his head n~ar his feet hacking and hacking. He thought maybe the
attacks w?uld lessen 1f he drove alone. It was dangerous being alone since he
could easily lose control of the vehicle. And being isolated didn't help in the
least, but he came to prefer it. And even when he realized that he had nowhere
to go, he still climbed in_the car and drove do~n, with increased facility, the
road. He became somethmg of a legend, even if also something of a curiosity.
One man who knew him well would regularly clean the car of yellow stained
handk_erchiefs and blood stained tissues. Long ago he gave up walking. He
never Jogged or ran for health. And he would never have hacked his life away
if he hadn't gotten into a car. He knew it was killing him. But only while
driving was he truly alive.

Allusions. Illusio~s. All. Ill. I~ was so easy. Ridiculous. Franz. He had no friends. Yet everybody
pretends to love him. And this hollow love pointed out the essential sickness he suffered from.
The maze, the labyrinth. He knew his way in and out of it. He had no fear of the Minotaur. There
was no satisfaction, no enjoyment in driving through the twisting, turning paths he was forced
to follow.

Marc
Suddenly Hyakutake was there in the northern sky on clear nights, cutting across high
from Ursa Major toward Polaris, heading for the sun
Geometric and direct, you knew exactly where it would be, and there it was, moving
always westward nightly closer to the sun that had gone down a few hours before
You could describe it easily, point toward where the sun had set, then to where it was,
spread arms, know the tail was trailing directly exactly a hundred and eighty degrees away
Its tail a sun-pointer
Plasma energy, blue fuzzy golden glow
Most fortunate in this mediocre climate to have five nights of visibility out of six of its
closest proximity, four of them as clear as it ever gets here only just behind the midgut of
the megalopolis
And the leaves were not yet out, the temperatures benign, not even glove cold, and most
important the moon was new when Hyakutake was strongest and so again the ambient sky
light was at its least, and the quarter moon was of course far out off away from the
northern quadrant
On the best nights looking close as a roped line drive carrying out beyond a futile
outfielder's upward awe
Then as its eerie plasma thrust glory became obscured by a waxing half moon, its blue
coma as though sizzling out there, it was already moving off away

Nuclear Water
Lauri-Ann Lewis was about to re-attach the wire on the toilet stopper when she
heard the news and ran to the basement and the stopper didn't fall with a soft
thud c~ve~ing the ?ole allowing water to fill the bowl. The stopper didn't.
Rather 1t did, techmcally. It stopped on a pair of pliers she had dropped in her
haste to get shelter. She was 1ucky that before she tried to repair the leaky toilet
she had turned off the water for her bath. But still the reservoir high in the
mountains that supplied the city with fresh water drained. The fish were
flopping in the soft mud on the receding shore line.

There's~ story ~ere ab_out a receding hair line. About aging heroes. Unsatisfied desire. John
~ayn~ figu:,es mto this. It has something_ to do with the word ufloppy." It has to do with
technically or technology. It has somethmg to do with the receding air line.
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Dawn light before five-thirty sweeping toward the equinox.. In the fir~t of it the smallest of
white-footed mice, charming vertically exaggerated head with grandiose ears and eyes,
scavenging bird feeder leavings, zipping in and out from under plank steps
Life, the solar system, our galaxy, sizzling
One night, while Hyakutake was still near, the attendant dr~ma of a partial lunar eclipse.
You looked one way at the moon being covered by the earth s shadow, and looked the
other and there was the comet getting brighter, like nightlight Cuervo Gold, as the moon
went dimmer
Afterward, lasting through one night and long into the next day, heavy spring snow
falling, melting, continuing to fall
A fuzzball in the suburbs, a tailed wonder just a few miles out in the country away from
the peri-urban loom
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~ few we~ks l~ter a big woman from Hermosillo standing in the dusk in Borrego Springs
m the California desert spread her arms and said that there it was like a miracle, the tail a
brilliant cone all the way across the sky
A week into the month of March, the memorial service for Joseph Brodsky at dusk in Saint
John the Divine in biting cold
Ice blue going to dead blue darkness manhole steam frozen slush under lowered leaden
sky. A good and gelid evening for a great Russian poet's finale, for his last day of
contemporaneity before consignment to the ages
L an old I gant literati Wasps struggled up the cathedral's snow-piled icy ste p front
st ps past guys in pile caps and greasy nylon parkas who h ld the step handrails and
shook coin cups in everybody's faces
Throughout the service, a janitor wearing a baseball cap crossed repeatedly back and forth
in front of the altar as though there was nothing going on
Frost,"Away!" Akhmatova, "Fifth Northern Elegy." Auden, "The More Loving One."
Mandelstam, "Hold on to my words...." Much Brodsky, in English, in Russian, read by
Mikhail Baryshnikov, Melissa Green, Seamus Heaney, Czeslaw Milosz, Viktoria
Schweitzer, Mark Strand, Derek Walcott, Rosanna Warren. Haydn, Mozart, Purcell
between, then, profoundly moving, a recording of Brodsky reading his "Taps" in Russian
Then everybody walked away onto the dangerous ice and frozen slush, solitary mysterious
women, Russian sable coats and cigarettes, Euro-New Yorkers of many sorts, George
Plimpton vintage Wasps mainly apart
Out toward the equinox. The end of a hard winter's blue white lengthening days, their long
melancholy skies

When Pombal expelled the Jesuits from Portugal in 1759 and most of the rest of Europe
followed, the effect was a freeing of reason and light. A similar event in Muslim countries
now might induce a modem Islamic enlightenment, billions of Muslims cut loose to savor
the modem world
General attitudes can modify with the generations but impacted power often lingers on
until all the goons are dead
Even though younger Basques find ETA puzzling and grotesque, probably the terrorists
attacks in Spain won't end until most ETA members die off
"Our problem is that we have a fixed idea of what power is, of how power works and of
how power is to be resisted. It's an idea called 'hip.' It holds that the problem with capital
ism is that it oppresses us through puritanism, homogeneity and conformity.... It's an idea
that hasn't changed at all in forty years, even as capitalism has undergone revolution after
revolution"
Savor all of Curtis Mayfield's falsetto brilliance
Paralyzed when a stage toppled below him, in a wheelchair now and unable to sing with
his diaphragm collapsed
Figure out how a Brodsky will meet a Mayfield in history and understand the collateral
and symbiotic persuasions of myth and illusion
"Russia's joy is in drinking, inducing the verbal sensuality for which Russian literature is
so famous"
Wrong. Each has the same euphoric cause, each the same remarkable result
"Hip is no longer any different from the official culture it's supposed to be subverting"

Finally the thaw and two clear and dry light-traffic weekend mornings one after the other,
so the old perception intensity trick of riding exactly the same route at the same time two
days in a row

Right, but for almost twenty years it hasn't seriously proposed subversion of anything

Tree swallows swirl over thin ice on quiet water, chipping sparrows mating, mallards and
Canada geese paired and searching for their nesting sites, all this the same both days, but
the second morning kinetic in comparison with bird call green sunrise blue bush bud tree
flower burgeoning teem

A Japanese postdoc at Harvard flew out to climb Longs Peak, si~ed in al~ne at the
approach trail ranger station in the front range. They started lookmg for hrm the afternoon
of the second day, found him at the bottom of a headwall near the three thousan?- meter
level. His father came to Colorado to spread some of his ashes from an overloo~ m the
Park asked the ranger to carry the rest up to the point on the headwall where his son had
falle~. Two weeks afterward a OHL package came from Osaka, a Rolex engraved to the
ranger and a fire-coral bracelet for his wife

Nothing at all incidental in the coming of spring
Pass a swamp an hour after dawn the second morning find a roadkill northern saw-whit
owl, the size of a grapefruit half, weighing almost nothing
Tiny cream-feathered legs and talons
Extraordinary yellow eyes still open wide, so it had been killed instantly. No stunned death
throe quivering because they hadn't filmed
Late this winter there was a sustained irruption of saw-whits down into the Mid-Atlantic
states.
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Armenian stone is azurite blue
Gobelin blue is grayish, greener and duller than copenhagen, greener and not as strong a
blue as old china
On one of the colder days of the late penetratingly gray Jutland win~er, they ~rov.e to the
court in Randers in their Nissans and Toyotas for the reading _of th~ir mother s will, she
and some of her nine brothers and sisters. When they left the Judge s ~hambers and the
heavy oak door closed behind them, carried by the s_usurrus and family talk she was aware
that they where going on, that big home-bound family of hers, but that her mother no more
had a thing to do with it, that she was absolutely gone
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Steel blue is Prussian blue, is any of the colors assumed by steel at various temperatures in
tempering

Jud
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The Unabomber and his brother
His vitriolic denials
Know a dozen who could have been him
The world's profound complexities
Perhaps b tter a short, scabby, pre-relativistic life, aching stumps for teeth and all, when
there was a right way to everything every time, and absolute clarity about wrong
"A few names of parrots and their close relatives. Araraca, arariti, ajurupoca, maracana,
maracana-guassu, maue, tiriba, cacaue, ajurucuruca, ajururu, ajurujucanga, aracuaiava,
aracanguaba, cuiuba, tui, baitaca, cuiucuiu, tanajuba, sabiaci, yuruquarique, yandaya"

Polite and proper all day, in leather, studs and glitter at night. Goes out cruising every
night wherever he is. Extremely careful about Aills but cocaine and hash are finally
catching up with him as reflected in his bottom line
Never travels with drugs, keeps caches in his office at the beach, his house
in Brentwood, and in his Palm Desert weekend place
Parrot blue is a moderate bluish green, greenish blue, lighter and stronger
than gendarme and stronger than cyan blue
Red haired women walking Irish setters
"Some grand Filipino fatal funk"
Way over seven thousand islands, way over sixty million people
Cebu, Mindanao, Luzon, Samar, Negros, Panay, Batan, Basilan, Palawan,
Camiguin, Bohol, Leyte, Catanduanes, Visayan, Masbate, Sulu, Marinduque,
Romblon, Mindoro
The yo-yo is a Filipino invention and its name a Tagalog word
Smoke. A pale blue redder and paler than powder blue or Sistine and redder
and duller than cadet gray
Cuervo Gold
m~c:lia. ma.gic

(Fc:>r Te>m Bra.ggs)

Sampling credits to Tom Frank; Ivan Bunin; Antoine Volodine; Jessica Hagedorn.
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T r i s t a n T za.ra.

Thus Spoke Tzara Dada

The Death of Guillaume Apollinaire

One day in the middle of the night

We know nothing

Tristan and I were talking about

We know nothing of pain

The laws of chance and relativity

The bitter season of cold ripping through our long muscles

Systematically random without intention

He especially would have loved the joy of victory

Is it illegible writing, mummbled speech

Wise, under calm, sadness, caged unable to resist

A fly catchers dance, without the flies?

If snow went up to the sky

Excuse me, Mr. anti-philosopher

If the sun rose in our house at midnight to warm us

Have you touched the void?

And the trees hung with their crown upside down

Intuition dancing with accident

Unique teardrops, a single tear

Exhaltation, elation, all of them mutilation

If birds were among us to praise us

Of poetical inspiration

In the peaceful lake overturned above our heads

Dream permutation, trance combination

We might have understood death

All of the fantasies without intention

Death would be a long and beautiful voyage

The sentence says "Speak freely, you know what I mean

An endless vacation from the flesh of skeletons

Are you an anti-piromaniac

And of bones.

Or a fire extinguisher?
Are you anti-head or anti-headache?

(1918)

Your sleep disorders become tape recorders
Insomnia therapy or live dangerously

translated byValery Oisteanu

Art is a pretention, my friend
Warmed by a huge prize
Only disinterested artists can speak to you
Directly totally out of boredom
Dada is nada
Absurdity of the graveyard reality.
Thus spoke Tzara Truth-Tra .

. I
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Ha.fiz

#39
from In Wineseller 's Street
poems from The Divan
versions by Thomas Rain Crowe
TRANSLATOR'S NOTE

Th p ms of Kwaja Shams Al-Din Muh
dH f
in th 14th c ntur in a art of
. amma. a iz :were composed amid political and religiou upheaval
Rumi, a Perfect Jaster ~od-re~:/~r:~~)e:~r that.IS now TurkeyhFollowing in th foot teps of Jelaluddin
Sufi my tic P tic tradition Haf
tin
"
previous century w om most consider the creator of the
prophet Elijah, who gave
a
of ~es the path ?f love<' Said to have received ~is po tic gift from the
~wate~~ of_life, Hafiz traveled around Persia as a dervish, teaching
the spinning dance and out of th tr
were written down'by his stud et andce- 'be me itative state induced, recited his spontaneous poems which
en s an sen es.

him

=

Dedicated to the ear of the listener the oral "ecstatic"
fH ·
·
like "rose," "garden,, "ocean,, "d~or,, "p l" d p~ms o afiz and his comrades use symbolic images
the metaphor of "w~e ,, aroun' d h'ch, thisear '11 ~ v~nous endearing names for God. Chief among them is
,
w i
co ection IS centered.
From the most well-known colle ti
fH f '
k
·
subject of wine In th
c on o . a 1Z s wor , The Divan, I have selected poems dealing with the
Wineseller is the so ese p~e~~every~g ha~pens in ~~estreet, the street of the Divine. Here God, the
,
urce o a
e poet s suffenng and spmtually romantic longing. Thomas Rain Crowe

#29

The link between man and the Beloved, which God created from Nothing,
Is something that no high priest or scholar can explain.
The beggar in Winestreet is free of the eight houses of Paradise.
He that is bound and captive by You, is free from both worlds.
Even though I am drunk with love, and ruined:
I have grown healthy from drinking that wine.
0 my heart, stop your complaining, you are not a battered spouse!
Your lover has warned you again and again of this pain.
Like wind in my ear or like lips that caress the reed of a flute
If You are caressing my wish, I will not turn my back on the world.
Hafiz, go, explain no more stories or recite more magical verse;
If they haven't gotten the message yet, don't waste your breath.
Turn your lips, instead, to the face of the Beloved!

#65

The messenger who came from the land of the Master
Brought my life's destiny, written in His hand.
'

From the fire in my heart, my chest from grief for the Beloved, has burnt up.
And with it, now my whole house has burned down, too.

It E:ven smells of the Master's grace and greatness,
This message.

Because of separation from the Heartstealer, my body has melted
From the flames of love coming from His cheek.

For this good news, I gave up my heart, but I was
Ashamed of the pauper's price which I was only able to pay.

Whoever has seen even the chain of curls framing the Beloved' s face
Has had his desperate heart burnt up, like me.

It is thanks to God, and God alone, that his
Fee and my message cost the same.

Look at my heart. It's on fire from the heat of my tears.
Last night, as I watched a candle, a moth went up in flames!

What is the ne~ physics of the orbiting planets and the revolutions of the Moon?
Both turn obediently to the Master's call.
·

It's not hard for me to believe that the hearts of my friends are on fire for me.
Since I've been in this state, even the hearts of strangers, everywhere, are burning up.

If the wind_of solar hur~icanes should smash two worlds together,
Both mankmd and daylight would rise up to heaven's land.

This must be the Apocalypse! The Winehouse has flooded and caught on fire, too.
Now, my clothes of religious dogma and my house of reason are gone.

0 morning breeze, be bifocals made of pearls. Made from earth's happy dust
Taken from the road to where the Master lives.
'

Because of all the promises I've made, the cup of my heart is broken.
And my liver, from all this good wine from the Winehouse, has gone up in flames.

May we, always be at His threshold, our heads bent down in prayer;
And we 11 see who ends up sleeping on the hand and chest of the Beloved.
If an enemy speaks out against Hafiz, what is there to fear?
Thanks to God, unafraid I'll stand up to any foe and fight!
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0 preacher, what is all this commotion? Go about your own work.
My heart fell from my hands long ago. What is wrong with your job?

Enough of all this nostalgia! It's enough to say that I've thrown off
This cloak of religion, and with a prayer, thrown it into the fire.
Hafiz, give up all this small talk. )_'ou sound li~e an old woman afraid of _death.
Drink some wine! All this chatter 1s only robbmg us of sleep and a long hfe; and as a
breeze blows the flame of a candle quickly and burns it up, our life is passing by....
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#68
Winebringer, come quick! For the Beloved has taken off His veil.
And the monks in the monastery have taken all the lamps.
How am I going to see His face with only this small candle?
By the time I get there H will b an old man!
A single glance from the Beloved, and all reverence was run off the road.
Enemies of beauty and virtue saw this and moved over into the fast lane.
Because of the birds of grief that had broken our hearts,
God sent us Christ to take up our travail.
0 Beloved, now that you are here, under the sun and moon;
Work has taken a new meaning.
The radios of the seven heavens are playing this story over the air waves.
While those with small ears listen to stations only playing silly songs.
Hafiz, where did you learn the magic of writing words?
The Beloved seems to have turned your weary wail into gold!

#74
The Ocean of Love is a sea where there is no shore;
And without the soul's surrender, there is no hope, no sand.
When you come here on pilgrimage, don't bore us with
Your stories of judges and human laws; bring wine!
Another hour with your psychiatrist will not bring you bliss.
Instead, give your seconds and soul-money to Love and good deeds.
Don't blame your bad luck on the stars or the door of fate
That creaks, look in the mirror and ask your own eyes
Who it is that wants you dead.
Like the crescent moon, the new moon's splendor in
Your new face can only be seen with pure eyes.
So go on-take up the goosechase of drunkenness;
And pretend you are looking for the buried treasure that will set you free.
If Hafiz's tears do not move you,
Then why has your heart not yet turned to stone?

· I
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From

Sonnets To Orpheus:

The First Series

3
A god can do it. But tell me, how
can a man follow him through the narrow lyre?
His mind is split. At the crossing of two hearts'
arteries there stands no temple for Apollo.
.
Song, as you teach it, is n<? des~re,
no enticement for something finally attained;
song is existence. It's easy for a god.
But when do we exist? And when does he
spend the earth and stars on our being?
Young man, your loving isn't it, even ~f
your mouth is forced open by your vmce,-learn
to forget your instant song. That ends.
Real singing is a different breath.
.
A breath about nothing. A breeze in the god. A wind.

7
Praising is it! Given to praise,
he came like ore out of the stone's
silence his heart an ephemeral press
of a whle that for men is unending.
When the godly example grips him,
his voice isn't worn by dust.
All turns to vineyard, to grape,
ripened in his glorious south.
Mold in the vaults of kings
doesn't disprove his praising, nor
does a shadow that falls from the gods.
He's one of the enduring messengers
who even deep into the doors of th~ dead
carries bowls of fruit worthy of praise.
translated by Lewis Ashman
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V'V"a.n C3c:>II
B r~tc:>n s~c::tie>n

from

10,000 Dawns

Of all the trees in the forest, in the orchards, and in the fields
Of famous ancestral boabab-trees with woolly beards
Of ancient imperial oak trees that are the palac of eagles
Of almond-trees in pink hats
Of incestuous lemon-tre s smitten with th ir blo som and th ir fruit
Of w. ping willows th~t w p again on tragic lakes
Of c:111valrous pal~s with a soft heart under their breastplates
Of fir-trees that give us back the senile snow
Of rickety old lime-trees in the courtyards of the poor
And of ascetic cypress with the oeuvre of snakes
Of all the trees in the forest, in the orchards, and in the fields
I prefer the smoking tree with ebony leaves
Whose ephemeral vision we plant in the evening
On our neighbor's roof
The tree that rises and climbs with us into orbit
And, from above, throws back to us the magic fruit of our dreams

0, I want to complain
About the owl who knocks on the doors of night,
Always dressed in autumn,
Fed on moldy old stars
And bound to thousand-year-old trees ...
I want to complain
About the smart owl
Who fakes eternal pain
While making love,
Or cries like the root of all evil.
Who with a million wounds
Pours out all his white blood ...
In the cold night,
You listen to my complaints,
But can't you hear my heart near you
Beating to the drum of death!

translated from the French by Thomas Rain Crowe

OVER HILL AND DALE
There is something of a miracle in the fact that we can today boast of a valuable
poetry. We have enough Middle-Breton poems to assure that a Breton poetical school will
keep alive the technique of the old Britto-Welsh tradition. But what riches was our heir
loom? The libraries of all our monasteries were destroyed at the time of the French Revolu
tion, castles were sold and ransacked and "sorting-out committees" were appointed to go
through all collections of books and documents. As an example, we may cite the Commit
te for Rennes which, going through the archives of the district, cleaned out 3777 files out
of 4152. It may be that Breton language documents were rather scarce in Rennes and
around. But the same screening operations were carried in the Breton-speaking area, and
one may easily imagine what fate befell Breton manuscripts and books when the destruc
tion of all non-French languages on the territory of the Republic had become the order of
the day. Sung poetry was very much alive among Breton folk, but the work of collecting it
began only in the mid-1800' s, when the Breton community was in the process of being
broken up and a relentless war was waged against the language by the schools and the
other State institutions.
One might wonder how a people thrown for centuries into a minority status ~an.
find time for poetry. But literary expression is as much essential to a language as usmg it
for bargaining on the market-square. And so, through thick and thin, a poetry we did have
and we do have.
Our beautiful old poems were essentially concerned with the joys, and still more, the
pains of the other world. Our folk poetry strikes a fuller note when it deals with the ~rama
of life rather than when it tries to express its happy moments. The XIX'th century wntten
poetry is more quiet, more subdued, empty of all unwis~ love, and sad, as bec?me the
·verses of people who are just passengers on earth, even if passengers to Paradise...
The Gwalarn school, with Roparz Hernon as an avenue opener, from 1925 onwards
made Breton poetry fully human-no make-believe anymore, love was love, and the place
to live it was this world of ours. The struggle for the language was for the poet a matter of
life and death. His enthusiasm was that of the fighter.
In the second half of this century, the confident freshness in tomorrow's victory had
disappeared. It was replaced by a darker _appreci~tion of the_ endless struggle whic~ had to
be waged. And then, there came along this technical revolution: that the human v01ce
could be kept and stored, and reproduced as easily as his writings. A new generation of
poets was th~s born, who sang, as the bards of old, their poems to their audiences, I am
thinking of Glenrnor, the great awakener and of Youenn Gwernig, that n:-aster of ver~e and
guitar. The poet is challenging not only the French power, but a destructive way-of-hfe as
well. (Or should we say a "way-of-death" ?). .
.
.
.
The XIX'th century poets wrote in an easily flo':"mg language, m whic? sound was
more important than meaning. Not so now. Research m words and research m forms are at
their highest. There are lovers of the old Britto-Welsh metrics, and devotees of the free_
verse. This new poetry indeed has pushed a step further the care that Gwalam took with
the language. Our poetry today is unsmiling, quietly harsh, relentlessly rough, as the very
struggle of the Breton people.
Per Denez
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E3~rnez Ta..ngi

KAN EVIT ANNA

SONG FOR ANNA

Jazz
Jazz
o youc'hal
Ha
barzh ma c'horf
me
2lagad
e pouez
'vel
ma c'horf
2 zen
o krignafi.
va mouezh
ANNA
o tiskrapafi.
va daelou
ur c'hi
(o vreinafi.)
ba' ma meilh-dom
(o stardan)
hag ar muzik-se
bepred o ouelafi.
ha' ma c'horf (en em damolodifi.)

Jazz
Jazz
howling
And
inside my body
me
two eyes
in the weight
like
of my body
two persons
gnawing
my voice
ANNA
stubbing out
my tears
a dog
(rotting)
in my fist
(clenched)
and that music
still wailing
inside my body (curling up)

Louis is still alive
em oa lavaret

-daou vizzo

Goueston
bremafi.
da wel't
anv ar film
ne Oa ket echuet
Sonj 'm eus
fenoz
- daou viz war-lerc'h
Louis is still alive
and is a clown
Selaou
Anna
c'hwez ar yeotennou
gouez
c'hwez ar raden
c'hwez da gorf
etre
al linad hag an alc'houenn
honnoz
Anna
honnoz
dibar
dibar
Ha
me
goude
an unvaniezh-se
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Louis is still alive
-two months ago
I said
I can now
see
the title of the film
that didn't end
Tonight
I remember
-two months later
Louis is still alive
and is a clown
Listen
Anna
the scent of the weeds
the scent of the fern
the smell of your body
between
the nettle and the wall-flower
our night
Anna
our night
so wonderful
so wonderful
And
me
after that communion
alone
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ma-unan
adarre
pouez ar bed
zo
war ma daoulagad

Anna

tommder da groc'hen
a grign un dra bennak
em c'hreiz-me
met fenoz
d'an abardaez
e oan 'vel un arZH
ga~t un d lienn gelenn
oa madom
ostrinkaft an aer
dre ma fronellou
'vel ur marc'h sot
c'hoant chom hep be' torret ken
ganez Anna
eus Landevenneg
war armor
gortoz a ran
miz East
en oabl
an avel ha ne oar ket ken pelec'h emafi
a vruzhun ar gwez
'vel pa vije kreiz ar goaftv
Ha me ivez
n'ouzon ket muioc'h pelec'h emaon
Gortoz ~ ran war ar pleg-mor
d1goradur gouehou ruz
Anna
dueo da anv
'vel Salaun ar Foll
eoan
war ar mobilet
MEZV
ret eo din c'hoarzhin bremaft
dirak ar skeudenn-se grotesque
Khoudafes
do widzenia
Anna
(ha ma werenn dorret war al leur-zi)
BEZ' ZO GOUELIOU E TI AR RE VEV
BEZ' ZO GOULOU E TI AR RE VARV
UR STYX EO STER AON, marteze?
goueliou ruz
'm eus gwelet
war armor
hag ar PEOC'H zo bet trubuilhet en-dro
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again
Anna the weight of the world
is
on my eyes
the warmth of your skin
gnaws something
deep inside me
but today
in the evening
I was a bear
a holly leaf
in my hand
spirting air
out of my nostrils
like a mad horse
don't want to be heart-broken
by you no more Anna
from Landevenneg
on the shore
I'm waiting
for August
in the sky
the wind doesn't know where it is
it pulls the trees to pieces
as in a cold winter
and I don't know either
where I am
I am waiting near the shore of the bay
for red sails to be set
Anna
your name is black
I was like Mad Salaun
riding
my motorbike
DRUNK
I laugh now
at this grotesque image
Khoudafes
do widzenia
Anna
(my broken glass is on the floor)
THERE ARE FIGHTS AT THE LMNG BEING'S HOME
THERE ARE LIGHTS AT THE DEAD BEING'S HOME
IS THE RIVER AON A STYX, perhaps ?
I have seen
red sails
on the sea
and PEACE has been disturbed again
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Anna
da anv zo du
da anv zo du
n'on ket ken strafuilhet
gant tommder da groc'hen
d'ar c'huzh-heol
TUD
e vez klevet pell
REIER
c'hoarzhadegou
GWEZ
ar merc'h d
TANIOU
STIVELLOU
"Lemond st objectif"
LOENED
a lar ar barzh.

Anna
your name is black
your name is black
the warmth of your skin
doesn't worry me any longer
in the twilight
one can hear in the distance
PEOPLE
the laughters
ROCKS
of the women
TREES
FIRES
SPRINGS
ANIMALS
"The world is objective"
the poet says

translated from Breton by Gwendal Denez
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LANV

(HIGH) TIDE

Kan ar c'hro zo maro trumm-dan ludu

The song of the shore suddenly died-under the gray
ashes of the heavy tide;
there's no more foam beneath the mist
where old shapeless waves are wandering.

louet al lano tuzum;
n'eus ken spoum edan ar brum
ma stran hen donnou distumm.
Na brell eve gant brulu-liv ruz don
o ruzafi a bep tu,
diniver evel ul lu
o kanafi reuz an droug du.
War hun houl an eoul lor--e lar euzh
al loar ez eo ar mor
koun ur rezid dic'houdor
ur rezid mui na lidor.

I

How strange it would be with foxgloves-dark red,
drifting all around,
innumerable as an army
singing the disaster of the black evil.
On the dormant swell of the murky oil-the readful
moon says that the sea is nothing
but the memory of a stark liberty,
a liberty that cannot be maintained.

translated from the Breton by Alan Botrel

Note: The poets from Brittany featured here are part of a Pan-Celtic anthology project being
compiled by New Native Press and Thomas Rain Crowe for publication in the spring of 1997. A
first-of-its-kind collection of Celtic language poets, this book (A Celtic Resurgence) will feature
poets in translation from Brittany (Breton), Scotland (Scots-Gaelic), Ireland (Irish-Gaelic),
Wales (Welsh), Cornwall (Cornish), and Isle of Man (Manx).
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Thc:>n,a.s A.a.in Crc:,vve

THE CITY OF IS
I.
Where the water is wicked and
where the wise ones can no longer pray,
th hole in holy opens its mouth
in hunger and swallows its prey.

Off the coast of France not even
the dead could dance or the dying
do anything like sleep to the drums of
the city that went up like a dream of steel.
Like a left lover leaves the mind, her body
became the stuff of glass. Her skin the
lap dance of transparent stone. Her memory
the money that bought my heart for pleasure
and the thrill of a one-night stand.
Paris, your skin fits tight on your bones
like the seal off the coast of County Clare
that undresses to reveal the girl.
They have seen her. They have touched her breasts.
They have told their children to
stay away from the water at night, or
not to look at the moon.
I have heard their stories.
I have walked along the rocks of Breton's shores.
And longed for a lover that was language
and that looked like you and
your streets
that were paved with gold and
green jade (the story goes) that
in winter is hidden in ice
as your face is
there under your breath where
the word LOVE was once and
is now just a mirror of
how darkness is the light in
your eyes
and
the ears
of poets are
filled with the ringing of bells.
II.

Now that your twin has gone down in
the quicksand of waves, and
the tide brings back up the black belch

like the rigamarole of money,
the holy-moly of missed musi~,
the jeepers-creepers of the cad1llacs and cabs
that run from the saloons like hemorrhoids
across bridges over rusted water
to the countryside
that covers my heart like a safe-haven or
a breastplate of fear.
Can you hear?
.
Can you make out the voice of my dymg
in the soundroom of snow?
Does the slang of shysters
hide in your ears?
,
Is the gobbledygook o~ irony
embedded in your bram hke a hooker s heels
dug into the flanks of a horse?
Is the snow so deep
that it is rising up to meet the sky?
DO YOU EVER ASK WHY?
What was will never come back as the rain.
As promises.
Or the padded pain.
The honey in milk is putting us all to sleep.
Like Rip Van Winkle.
Like counted sheep.
Is this what the oracle wanted us all to see.7
The airhoms of history blaring and
bleating at the night.
Neon flashing in veins empty of blood
in the topless streets.
In the naked dawn of my dying
that does no good against the goosestep, of p~ogress
that pushed our capital city that couldn t swim
into the water and
dunked her beneath the waves ...
III.

Where was the green horse or
the blue hen
.
or the god that comes from machmes
to save us from the gluttony of dreams? .
.
Are the tourboats and the barges on the River Seme
full of my lack of sleep?
.
Ask yourself if the answer to prayers is
really locked up in a vote.
In the hull of a boat.
In the letters you wrote.
In the wisdom you quote.
In the baggage you tote.
In the horns of a goat.
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In the depth of a moat.
In the pitch of a note.

HAVE THE LIGHTS IN THE CITY COME ON?
Pick up the phone and call me.
I am still in the country
with the goats and sheep.
With a red fox and a black bear
that believe that breakfast is
th most import~nt m al of the day.
That healthfood 1s
a state of mind.
Is it night yet?
Is the moon fucking the sun in the ass?
Are my city's eyes peeping out like toms
from her golden hair?
DO YOU CARE?
Here in the country,
if roots_ were wings I'd be making big news.
Be ta~king to worms that were becoming wolves
and fish that were growing feet.
But this ain't Paris, and
I ain't Baudelaire no more.
And we're not sitting on la rive gauche
at a small table at happy hour
with wine in our glass.
We're less the shepherd than the sheep.
And those are warships driving up and down the Seine.
Those are dark clouds overhead.
The smell of sulfur here is
worse than the shit of pigs.
If you think this is the ranting of a madman,
then just wait till the cadavers begin
embodying our pets.
Until the breasts of the woman you love
become bullets and blackbirds that
are no longer aimed at you!
Are the lights on yet?
From the country, can you see the lack of sky?
The snuffed-out stars.
Or are we all still drunk on green wine?
This is enough!
I'm flying a red flag from my tower.
Sending an SOS in code to La Tour Eiffel.
There's an insomniac up on the roof
and all he wants to do is fight.
I'm tired of the taste of my own blood.
Of seeing beauty turned into bruises
or families tripled by the square root of ten.
The dictatorship of gadgets,
of men!
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IV.
Like a cat, it's time to unearth my claws.
Take a stand, like the okra,
here in this dirt.
To draft up armies of toads.
Air force of lizards.
And navies of teethy fishThis is not the brilliance of a buffoon
blinded by the retinitis of his own words. And
I'm not just running around here
swatting flies!

OPEN YOUR EYES!
This is a call to arms!
A pot-shot at the full moon.
A petition to the sun...
Calling all architects of peat!
Designers of peaty bogs.
Governors of furrows and open rows.
Business barons of twice-dug beds.
Accountants of saved-back seed.
Landlords of tree-lined lanes.
Maintenancemen of fresh-mowed hay.
Gendarmes of old-growth trees.
And hoteliers of trickling springs.
What manifesto written on the face of the moon
like a language written on black-backed glass
can bring our city
back
alive?
It's in the howling.
It's in the au revoir of the ink.
In the singing voice of the pen.
The seductive flesh of an open page.
A breaking free from the birdless cage.
A rage ...
We are not the wounded.
We are not the broken men.
We are not the testicles of some imagined birth.
We are manifest memory of brilliance.
We are the earth.
We are not the forgotten.
We are not the forlorn.
We are not packrats of what was or apocryphal biz.
We are the millennial workmen.
Builders of the City of Is.
Note· The City of Is is a mythical city in the lore of Celtic France (Brittany) whic~ was said_ t~ have sun~ into
the s~a during a previous age due to the debauchery of its population. In current literature it is much aligned
with the existing city of Paris.
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KE3r, Wa.r,ie>

Clouds
If I were to go blind, what would bother me the most would be no longer to
be able to stare idiotically at the passing clouds.-E. M. Cioran

I wonder if the great masters had seen the clouds from a high flying jet what it
would hav don to their art: Great archipelagos of hairy bone imploded, surrounded by
inn r as of inflam d grey matter, bruised lobes in the portholes, the invisible god really
kicked in the face, eyes turned inside out anchored in mid heaven, infinite constellations
departing, beaches with no shore, pantheist gods scratched out the second they're born,
whole cataclysms, upheavals ignored, the most insignificant happenings taken into consid
eration, countries besieged by their own armies, almost identical piles of battling suburbs,
geologic time spans raced through in seconds, decaying instantly like the corpse of movies,
the ghosts of creatures from other worlds, landscape of the mind resting at high speed,
crenelated fence upon fence of multiplying gardens, fountains of chairs, soft white pillows,
beds of ancient oxygen, the first and last breath taken by everyone who has ever lived, a
few smoothies in the distance, clouds like shaved pubes, like carved statues, the continual
backlash of new formations on impossible horizons rising suddenly up like cancerous
growths, expected but not foreseen, always surprising, the light rushing around like a
crazy hostess, a slaphappy society matron in flowing white, her head filled with starlings,
all those crowds of distant party-goers toasting abyss upon abyss, still more unbelievable
assemblies like feathers, like the pimply holes feathers come from, like boiled chicken skin,
the pores of respirating space ships, pupils of dead eyes, entries of deaf ears, tunnels
leading in and out of labyrinths, backs arched like teenage volcanos, the nameless gobblers
of black holes, young puffs falling away and dissolving, yelping silently like pounded
mattress, killing bedbugs of outer space, a vast ass sitting over Minnesota, pissing all over
the Great Lakes, planets without sign erupting into view, finite signs curdling in rigor
mortis, giving birth to kiosks selling nothing, a few stores of brilliant sun rays, blinding
phone booths connected by wind spouts, the dad of twisters, there a severed birth canal
with burning hail in it, an escalator of rainbows, a vestibule of smoking angels, a whole
library towering for miles full of lost books, ice cream oceans melting into deserts glimpsed
through snowing vulva, swimming pools of golden liquor, showcases of pregnant storms,
motions frozen by distance at five hundred miles an hour, the 747 keeps up with the sun,
Apocalypse of Now, the anguish of nothing, flight box of lost dreams, a Christ millions of
miles high but no thicker than a see-through nighty, a horny gramps of shadow flips over
backwards in his wheel chair and falls two miles into a baby shower, what would they
think, these unknown greats, these masters who despise their own creations, of those
clouds resting under the wings like an endless womb, mountains of them, relentless, no
way to stop them, continually rebirthing themselves, Turner sea upon Turner sea stacked
like pancakes, layer upon layer of orange west drooling syrup, an automatic gender never
doing the same thing twice, the canyons, valleys, rivers, waterfalls, geysers of lovemaking,
jet stream moving at the same speed, familiars laughing on diving boards, leaping back-

wards into themselves, into inky wells of silence, into black aquariums of flying s_q~id,
drowning sieves, punctured tires, ruptured crotches, loin cloths ripped f~om Chnshans~
whole Sierras of castrated genitals coming back from Hades, blood runmng down the _sides
of skyscraper guillotines, torrential blood filling metropolises of decapitated h~ads, ~m
dows flaming with porn movies, shields popping up from solar gr~ves, bows rmpahng
violin hearts, winged likenesses astounding even themselves, opemng the eyes of peekaboo
fissions, nuclear dinosaurs waddling through riffs of jet lag, trussed up levels of tortu~ed
stratosphere, non-stop Revelation of nowhere, a tiny crater of a navel in the Great ~lams,
the masters sleeping in past centuries, every hotel full of them, they dream of the ~mest
snake skin, a vast python crawling across Nevada, an even longe~ co_tto~mouth with a
pretty face annoying the hell out of Utah, a few priv_ate planes sp_innmg m maelstrom
toilets, red and blue lions cavorting over rumpled hills of fat bellies, happy_ bastard ma~ers,
genitals like screws, like spirals, colossal duck phalli, bills sucking black ram, purple_slrme
like Phoenician dye, mistress green at the border of the Bardo, grandfather g~ld, ach~g
hand reaching out to touch the face of a young cloud, night coming down with an attic full
of stars, the Pacific in view, closet doors slammed on the sunset, ne_ver able to catch 1:P, .
never able to escape, melting in canyons of multicolored wax, all m?ht s~ns slumber~g m
cafeterias of fog, the jet goes down into boiling white, into a blac~ dive, kicks open a big
loud upside down sky with a few petrified fires in it, still_ some pmk at the border, som;
baby towns, land they call it, stopped like a desert on a dime, fasten your seat belts, we re
landing
JFK to SFO

9/15/91
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Fola.d~h"' l'-llondisa..

La.ura. .Albr~cht

pack-aged thoughts

March Moon

(for p.)

dark.
crick t songs
and churning clocks
that urn train whistles ou
and that calming tranqui
notion that
~r~ugh t me here
ms1ght.

weekly.
air i desperate i take it
gasping racing to proof
proof of int rest
mter st of proof
that i am in you
you are in me my mind
Jump.

dusk.
and dew drops for the
day ahead that has not
yet dawned
resting souls
cascades by silence
like paralyzed mountains
exhale.

october.
crayola leaves green plateau
likeness pure as stars
reality ofusofyouofrne
blacksky bluemoon
enufisnotenuf
your face is here
devotion.

nine o'clock.
i am the earth
womanhood dripping and
dryins and dying and
danglmg for direction
no need to force a frame of
mind for you
natural.

winter.
cold sparkle treetops
a top trees poetic pictures
of surrealism shy
of sounding regular
i need your drive
each day we strive
focus.

noon.
you are ahead
a head of stability
heart palpitations
midnight situations
focus concentrate
take this leave what
acceptance.

spring.
too soon form lazy
books old movies
positions pollination
tulips rosehips
sprm& trips
your lips
yeah.

peaktime.
fast-paced crazies
affect effect defects
messes and all i
NEED right now is a
chunk ofyou and over ice
right there don't move
smooth.

years.
time and time is investment
yet affordable
let's spend it with prettytime
no constraints no pressures
no lesser quest for
pleasure and time
take.

evening.
yes
rest and nestling see me come
everything's done you are
my only my one
conglomerate closeness
together near alone
home.

night.
darkness goodarkness
nestled and secure you are
mymoon aman
secrets trust passions
needs wants give make
and all the earth is curious
takemeserious.

1

Full moon studded in a wrought iron sky,
Raw silver cabochon, unpolished,
Embedded, waiting on a chisel to chip
Off its tarnish, hard mud clots,
Wipe it shiny as an ingot,
Pure as a just blinked eye.
.
I glance up every time my head s:v1v~ls,
Marking time, keeping the moon m view,
My eyes the only way of reaching it.
If I could get at it with my teeth,
My fingernails I could gnaw
And scrape a gleam worthy
Of such a high blown ball.
I would scrub it up right, disinfected
Enough to perform as a surgery table,
A baby, smelling of blossoms, bleach.
Instead it reflects with the spotty
Conscience of a fun house mirror,
All mercurial distortion,
A pathological liar showing objects
As closer, deeper, more important
Than they really are, haloed
By a thin rain rin_g, saintly.
With its smears, its sooty pocks,
Its inconsistency, there is nothing
Trustworthy about its gritty ~tare,
No sterling pieta, no holy com.
Some nights, no matter how I pray,
It hardly makes an app~arance at all,
Poking its thin fingernail belly
Through a cloud bank, barely a membrane,
Peep show peek of w_axing skin.
Its slight dirty glow lights my way
Dim sallow scout, with its stale
Bread crumbs stringing me along,
Until I hear a tin vibration, hear
It pry loose, unhinge, go do~1:- ha:d
And fast, casting all in curtammg mk.

La.u ra. .Albre3cht

Fe>la.c::leh' l\/le>nc:lisa.

pack-aged thoughts

March Moon

(for p.)

dark.
cricket songs
and churning clocks
that sum train whistles you
and that calming tranquil
notion that
~r~ught me here
insight.

weekly.
air is desperate i take it
gasping racing to proof
proof of interest
interest of proof
that i am in you
you are in me my mind
JUmp.

dusk.
and dew drops for the
day ahead that has not
yet dawned
res ting souls
cascades by silence
like paralyzed mountains
exhale.

october.
crayola leaves green plateau
likeness pure as stars
reality ofusofyouofme
blacksky bluemoon
enufisnotenuf
your face is here
devotion.

nine o'clock.
i am the earth
womanhood dripping and
dryin$ and dying and
dangling for direction
no need to force a frame of
mind for you
natural.

winter.
cold sparkle treetops
atop trees poetic pictures
of surrealism shy
of sounding regular
i need your drive
each day we strive
focus.

noon.
you are ahead
a head of stability
heart palpitations
midnight situations
focus concentrate
take this leave what
acceptance.

spring.
too soon form lazy
books old movies
positions pollination
tulips r?sehips
sprin~ trips
your Iips
yeah.

peaktime.
fast-paced crazies
affect effect defects
messes and all i
NEED right now is a
chunk ofyou and over ice
right there don't move
smooth.

years.
time and time is investment
yet affordable
let's spend it with prettytime
no constraints no pressures
no lesser quest for
pleasure and time
take.

evening.
yes
rest and nestling see me come
everything' s done you are
my only my one
conglomerate closeness
together near alone
home.

night.
darkness goodarkness
nestled and secure you are
mymoon aman
secrets trust passions
needs wants give make
and all the earth is curious
takemeserious.

Full moon studded in a wrought iron sky,
Raw silver cabochon, unpolished,
Embedded, waiting on a chisel to chip
Off its tarnish, hard mud clots,
Wipe it shiny as an ingot,
Pure as a just blinked eye.
.
I glance up every time my head s':iv~ls,
Marking time, keeping the moon m view,
My eyes the only way of reaching it.
If I could get at it with my teeth,
My fingernails I could gnaw
And scrape a gleam worthy
Of such a high blown ball.
I would scrub it up right, disinfected
Enough to perform as a surgery table,
A baby, smelling of blossoms, bleach.
Instead it reflects with the spotty
Conscience of a fun house mirror,
All mercurial distortion,
A pathological liar showing objects
As closer, deeper, more important
Than they really are, haloed
By a thin rain rin_g, saintly.
With its smears, its sooty pocks,
I ts inconsistency, there is nothing
Trustworthy about its gritty ~tare,
No sterling pieta, no holy com.
Some nights, no matter how I pray,
It hardly makes an app~arance at all,
Poking its thin fingernail belly
Through a cloud bank, barely a membrane,
Peep show peek of waxing skin.
Its slight dirty glow lights my way
Dim, sallow scout, with its stale
Bread crumbs stringing me along,
Until I hear a tin vibration, hear
It pry loose, unhinge, go do~~ ha~d
And fast, casting all in curtammg mk.
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Exchange Of Seasons
Winter or summer
was snow or sand
and the movements of your hands.
You trace legs in the dune flank
put yours in their place,
'
feel the sand burn the ridge of their silhouette
and the dark cool, almost wet,
under your calves.
<?rains will follow you to bed
hke a river's
' crisp edges
you touch their
under the covers
where your bones join.
Winte_r, :your face glows,
you dig m the whiteness
discover a blue stone
'
cold eye ca1;1ght in th~ dreamer's midnight.
Somebody m you
comes to life with the movements
of your shoulders
when you compress snow in your palms.

'!ou plaster out a dog,

rmmobile, saltlike,
one that will never frisk in the sand
and you tighten your fists full of snow·
.
b~twe~n your fingers grow teeth.
Give him your fears that bite.
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Virginia. Vida.I

day as the visit. I could have left yesterday by
bus and now I would be arriving and I could
stay in a pension and rest a little bit. I don't want
him to see me with this suffering face. I am very
thin. Ah! I'm going to go to the beauty salon. So
It is the fruit of the tree of thirst.
they can dye my gray hairs, give me a nice hair
It is the green whale of summer...
cut. A pretty hairdo. So he'll think I'm pretty.
-Neruda
I am finally flying. We are now crossing
the
desert.
A really dry hide, without a single
Today, Monday, I receive the telegram.
green
stain
... God willing, I will be with him at
My heart jumps into my throat. I leave the
noon.
From
the airport to the city. From there, to
counter and go out the door of the store. I try to
the
interior.
It's funny. I have arranged things
get air, try to calm the beating of my heart. A
me who trips over her own feet
like
a
guide,
small boat moves away from the river shore.
when
she
travels.
I'm not familiar with any
Counting today, I have three days to cross it, to
but
I
will
ask.
..
thing,
take two planes to get to where he is. God. To
Damn.
I
missed
the express bus by just
cross almost twelve hundred miles. I go to my
have
to
make
a detour with the other
minutes.
I
bedroom. I begin to pack a suitcase. What
one
that
goes
farther
north.
I find room the best
should I take him? What does he need the most?
can
for
my
bundles
and
with
great love, for the
I
I mean, he needs everything! To think I gave
Good
thing
it
wasn't
ripe on
watermelon.
him up for dead. And I'm going to see him. On
Monday.
The
damn
thing
is
really
heavy. What
Thursday... I unpack everything. I put aside
sad
countryside.
We
leave
behind
the
hills that
piles of clothes. Finally, I put in his best shirt
dead
enclose
the
city.
Everything
ocher.
A
few
and my best clothes. I count my money. I calcu
ridges. Not a single blade of grass has ever
late how much I will spend on tickets... I look
over the varied shelves of my stand. Chocolates? grown here. What heat. I get drowsy. I sink into
the dry heat, into the hum of the motor... From
Preserves? I would love to put everything he
far away I hear the driver's voice: "Ma'am, you
likes in a huge bag. And fruit? Where can I buy
see
those chimneys that rise up over there?
it? I will get to the city at night. I will take the
it is. You'll have to walk quite a way."
There
early morning flight. In the capital I'll have to do
The
people
feel sorry for me. It's already past
a bunch of things. And what if I don't have time
noon...
to buy him something up there? In a little place
I walk. I walk. It seems like the chimneys
they have some beautiful watermelons, freshly
Move farther away. Like they're
move
too.
delivered. They say that up there they are worth
with
me... I'm going to see him... I have
playing
their weight in gold. A neighbor woman told me
some
trouble
walking with the satchel and the
they sell them in slices called "monitos". That's
bags.
The
sun
falls right on my head. I cover it
it. Although it seems crazy, I'll bring him a
up
with
my
sweater.
Funny. It seems like the
watermelon from right here ... I leave my maid
wool
made
it
cooler.
My
feet sink in the sand.
in charge of everything. She understands me:
Ah!
I
make
out
a
small
stream.
I hurry toward it.
I'm going to see him, to smell his sharp odor. I
If
I
could
only
put
my
feet
in
it
a little while ... I
want so much to touch his beard, to feel it prick
my
bags
to the opposite
walk.
I
walk.
I
switch
me... I don't know how I look perched on the
can't
let
visiting
time run
hands.
I
cannot
rest.
I
little boat. It moves so slowly. Islands pass by.
out
on
me...
I
almost
feel
like
crying.
This
isn't a
The blue hydrangea rush toward the water.
that
has
run
along
stream.
It's
a
greenish
metal
Finally the pier. I run to the station. All night
here. What a delusion. From a distance it looked
long on the train. Without really resting. Re
membering him. Reliving him. At first I thought like a small field of watercress. This must be the
famous mirage... I am covered with dust. My
he was dead. Afterwards, lost ... I leave the
shoes are falling apart. Completely soaked in
station with my bundles. It takes me a while to
sweat. It seems like the chimneys are taller. My
get my bearings. To the airline... There are no
eyes hurt from the glare. It looks like steamy tea,
tickets available! Maybe tomorrow...
glimmering ... I can't take anymore. I don't have
It is about to rain. I've only been able to
book passage for tomorrow, Thursday, the same the strength. If I want to get there, I have to

THE ROUTE OF THE
WATERMELON
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leave everything behind. I throw myself to the
ground. I take off my blouse and use it to wipe
my face, my neck, my arms. Worse than soot. I
take another blouse out of the satchel. I forgot to
bring a little bottle of perfume... I take out my
documents and money. I wrap them up in a
handkerchief and stick them in my bra. It hurts
to leave everything behind. What hurts the most
are the little gifts I brought him. I really can't
leave the watermelon even if I fall dead. Ay, if
only I have the strength to hand it to him... I
drink the tea that remains in the thermos. With
sadn ss I break open a package of chocolates,
from th ones I brought for him. I toss one into
my mouth, trying to get the foil wrapper off.
They're melted. I wrap my arms around my
watermelon and continue walking. Walking. My
legs feel like they're covered with wool. Sweat
runs down my temples and stings me. My lips
are extremely dry. My tongue is like leather.
I'm so tired that my arms open up on their own,
as if they wanted to toss away the bag I'm
holding. I forget about it and I secure each
handle over my shoulders. I keep walking.
How pretty. A lagoon with foamy water.
No. It looks like snow. Like a skating rink. If I
go there, I'll be moving away from the chim
neys. They are closer. I pray with all my soul to
have strength. God, remember that I cried
because of his death. It's a miracle to know that
he's alive. Do another miracle. Let me see him
again. I waited so long for this day... I move
forward, move forward the best I can. The
chimneys no longer elude me. I am really about
to get there. Just a little more. But this land is
strange. As if they had turned it over. Maybe
they wanted to sift it... I can now make out the
buildings. I hang the bag on one arm and then
move the other one by the handles, to be able to
hold it better. I am scarcely walking. I drag my
feet. My knees buckle ... But I'm going to arrive ...
The noise of a motor! They are shouting at me.
Calling to me. They are soldiers. I have to go
back. They scream like crazy. Why aren't they
compassionate, why don't they come to __get me?
They're probably stupid. They_tell-.meto walk
slowly: as if I'm not already crawling. One of
them shouts: don't drop the bag. They are crazy.
If they only knew how far I have come with this
watermelon... I am finally approaching them. I
wonder what they want? I wonder if they are
going to take me prisoner. Aren't they going to
let me see him? Okay. If they at least take him
this bag... They keep shouting. They order me to
walk making S's. They shout some more. I am
just a few feet away and they show no sign of
coming toward me. One of them stamps his foot

and kicks up clouds of sand... It seems like I'm
going to faint. Suddenly I feel water in my
mouth. Finally a soldier approaches and holds
me by an arm. The other grabs the bag. They ask
me if I'm mad. They say you can't pass through
there. I don't understand. There is no sign, no
scarecrow. That makes me laugh. What birds are
there? Is it true I'm going crazy? One of them
shakes me and looks at me with strange eyes, I
don't know what's the matter with them. One
offers me water. They lead me to the jeep. I only
manage to ask them if it is still visiting hour. I
tell them that I left behind my bags, the satchel.
They leave. I despair. I beg them to let me
arrive. I observe how strange they are. One of
them says that we are already at the place, but
under no circumstance can anyone go over
there... First they go get my things and then they
take me... The joy leaves me speechless. I can't
even speak to thank them. The bouncing of the
jeep makes me notice my body, as if I were
reviving. I begin to look at them: the profile of
the one I have on my side, the backs of the necks
of those who are in front. With the uniform they
all look alike, but you can see their youthful
features beneath their burned skin... He must be
like that... So much relentless sun. So much
rough weather... At my feet, the bag I never let
go. I reach out a hand and feel its smooth round
form... I am going to get my way... We get to the
barbed wire fences. The wide door opens. We
enter a kind of immense corral flanked by poor
shacks. Groups of men. Some women. Some
children grabbing their skirts. And armed
soldiers everywhere. I look desperately trying to
find him. They help me down. They bring along
my belongings. I do not let go of my bag. A
soldier gives an order... I finally see him. My
skinny baby. My honey. He comes quickly... I
am stuck in place. He comes to hug me. I sink
my head into his chest. I smell him. I kiss him. I
touch his face, his hair. I kiss him again... "And
what are you holding so tightly?" What an
imbecile. I am still holding the bag under one
arm. Half embarrassed I tell him. "It's some
thing so insignificant: a watermelon for you..."
How does his face soften up? He laughs. A
soldier furiously shouts at him: "This woman is
crazy. She entered the mine field." Another lets
fly a slew of crass remarks: "These women are
going to give us premature gray hairs. It's a
miracle she didn't blow up." I see that my baby
trembles. With a thin voice he says to me: "Is
this true, mama?"

Translated by David A. Petreman

Daniel Tepfer

Twelve Prints From
Yoshitoshi's Floating World

from

Yoshitoshi (1839-1892) was the last master of the Japanese wood block print
technique called Ukiyoe. The name means "pictures of the floating world"
and is a fair description of both the works themselves and the zen aesthetic
principles that inform them. Yoshitoshi was considered somewhat iconoclastic
for utilizing western perspective and composition ideas, yet his subject matter
remained classical and even reactionary in its idealization of Japanese culture.
The poems that follow are from a cycle of twelve monologues that derive their
voices from individual figures in Yoshitoshi prints, and primarily from among
those in his greatest series "One Hundred Aspects of the Moon." While many
Ukiyoe prints are traditionally accompanied by poems which serve as cap
tions or titles, the poems here come from the prints and are in no way to be
seen as dependent on or definitive of them. Each takes its title from the print
that is its inspiration. Daniel Tepfer

Lady Gosechi
Perhaps owing to its performance
by this nun, whom I've known,
whose youth of fragrance and savory plums
not so long since abandoned
is only recalled through a gauze
as one remembers a dream
upon waking, the fading of
each koto phrase in turn she plays
implies impermanence. Farewell
to sweet and sorrowful tunefulness:
As strings quiver and she sings
I think I'll forswear musica practical man can never accept
such regret outright.
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Gravemarker Moon
This park is lit
with the gradual loss of the moon
again to sleep. This woman
after foxing life is wont
to be aged, and to sleel:'
-but I am still awake 1f sated.
Let me set myself down
on this monument
for the moment, and recount:
If a moon is weighed
against a value o~ fullness,
this moon, were 1t my pearl
prior to waning,. woul~
have fetched quite a price.
I can't complain. It's time.
I am prepared-€ven eager
to give myself over to sleep.

The Moon and the Helm of a Boat
It is done then, before it is begun.
In this life I have been a general, .
in another, the next, perhaps a samt,
or better yet, an actor.
The oracle has forecast what we
can never conceive. Defeat.
It is not to be believedW as all our work on this campai?11
for show only; this ship and nggmg
props built for the stage?
.
I'll give them a memorable ending,
leaping from the stern
into the cold, cold sea, but calmly.
If all we do is entertain, if all
we are is drama, we lack an or~hestra:
Wood blocks to tick and sham1sen to pluck.
The fleet is going down, down.
I'll play the flute this final time,
composing toward composureI'll play, and then drown.
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Lunacy
-Unrolling Letters
Though the bitterness of wind
recognize, I do not shiver
m my summer gownI feel it in my open toes
that flickering of sense.'
Am I th us self-possessed enough
to hear t~ll of jeering? Am If, ayed?
To the wmd I am losing conL .,1
of tattered ribbons:
li~ting rolls of paper I cl 5 to
fhtter before me. Would be
~ailed a wretch, a document
m. object-madness, for fretting
with my fetish, this letter?
(whose ink was ground at
the stone by his fingers
whose figures form the' pledge
his death preempted... )

!

Horin Temple Moon
-Yokobue

'!ou ask w~at's ~ a name? My guess

is, a precanous distinction:
!he name of my beloved, for instance,
is of so noble a clan
his family will not have me
an_d the rumor goes, that '
seized with grief and unresolved
to wed against his father's will
he has instead determined to r~tire
saying the nembutsu secluded
'
in his monastery's finery.
I haven't heard his pious anonym
but he must have taken one
'
because the abbot swears '
-despite the sole reason r came
my rash appeal'
there is no one here
who'll answer to his name.
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Moon of the Pleasure Quarters
Is that girl, under the cloud
of drifting petals, just
as once I was, a consort in training?
She looks like I did.
It is uncanny I think. What would
I tell myself at her age,
that I could say to her now
something of a warning, something
to enclose her kimono with
and wear into adulthood. A proverb?
They say that when a mirror
is dim, the soul itself is what's unclean.
Well, a geisha becomes accustomed
to mirrors, all sorts, when
she prepares to entertain.
Yet, this one, to me at least,
seems altogether different,
emerging from a fog.

The Moon's Four Strings
-Semimaru
I have never had the pleasure,
being blind, but there are those
who call the harvest moon
the highest form of beauty.
It may as well be perpetual
as far as I'm concerned.
Night is just a shade
cooler than day usually,
so I sleep when I am tired
Tonight though, I am restless,
feeling for my biwa.
The crickets keep me up with their
relaxed and contrapuntal score,
the perfect awkward complement
to my own full-sounding chords.
If beauty is a distant thing
that waxes and then wanes,
it cannot be unknown to me:
let music be seen the same.
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DUCKPOND IN OCTOBER
Nightfall and I coincide,
scuffing with wind or boot
fallen leaves of weeping willow and oak.
!he par g e left veer out off violet
m I wangles onto the water
ttl into a satined float, sere'nity
I ca_n not ~ompr hend. Th mysteries of autumn:
which rrugrate, which remain.
My beautiful ascensionist, I have avoided
the .duck pond for months. A whim turned the wheel
torught; here I ~n~er again into envy. A few couples
stroll he:e, avo1dmg my grief-bristling beard,
~y as_ocial l~athers, my glare. There is no danger
m their pubhc touch, no furtive adulteries.
No states sunder their hands.
Why wo~ld Adam return after expulsion
~o the rums of Eden? No solace or souvenirs
m ashes. The lover, the wilderness in me
retire. My hands must return
to the uncomplicated warmth of coffeecups
the shuffle ?f pages, the refuge
'
of the steering wheel, the affection of the cat.
There is nothing left of two men
who met here in spring. No shimmering
heat ghosts, no outlines etched
on air. Two men entranced, knowing
they would soon, for the first time,
make love.. A frottage of voices,
the anabolisms of April, the scent of viburnum
flowers splashing over their shoulders.
Their shadows coupled and sank into stone.
~he wat~r scatters tonight with willow leaves
like ductile tears, the stretch of raindrops
across wi~dshield at interstate speeds.
Scythes bitter gold, as blinding as
the ~ate sun in May splintering off these waters,
tearing my eres, as I sat stunned, my beard
and h~nds still scent~d with you. Hardly enough
experience to recogruze happiness.
This loneliness says I have need of ripening yet.
Back to the truck I hurry, cursing myself.
Past the last couples I gear off
and now the first stars join the drift
of leaves on the water. These are the allotments
of October, a calm catabolism without complaint,
a landscape slowly stripped to its skeleton
so lucky ever to have had so much to lose.'
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Fusion
1. Wishing
She h ld the claws of the hammer tight
against th bathroom floor, inn rvous anticipation.
She knew what she had to do.
H walk d around his apartment, unaware
of the activities upstairs in her apartment. He knew
nothing of her obsession, her desires, her needs. She
needed to be close to him, to hold him, to caress him.
He knew nothing about any of it. He just carried on,
unaware. He read, he read a lot. Metaphysics was
his thing. He had often done out of body experiences
and the like. He was working on his latest feat,
passing through walls.
It has been stated that all matter is composed
of tiny little molecules. People are also composed of
tiny little molecules. If a person walks up to a wall
and concentrates hard enough, that person can line
up the spaces between their molecules with the
spaces between the molecules of the wall and that
person can slowly pass through the wall. Anyway,
with these thoughts in mind he was considering
trying it. Suddenly his concentration was broken by
a steady drip of water coming from the ceiling and
finding its place on the sofa next to him. As he grew
more concerned, the stream grew more intense ...
She threw the hammer into her utility
drawer and scrambled to make sure that it was not
obvious that the crack was intentionally hammered
into her toilet basin. She then scurried quickly off to
her bedroom. She removed her clothes and put on
her nightgown. Climbing into bed, she knew it
would not be long.
He sat on the sofa, wondering when the flow
of water would stop or if it would stop. He sat in
extreme concentration. Concentrating on the flow.
Water flow. Water stop. His muscles, relaxed. His
mind, a flurry of tranquillity.
She laid in bed, heart pounding. She wondered if she was actress enough to pull off the
performance she would have to give when she heard
the knock at the door.
"Excuse me," he would say.
"Yes?" pretending to know nothing, pre
tending to have been awakened. "There is a large
amount of water streaming into my apartment from
my ceiling, you know, your fl oor. "

"Oh my god," she would say in shock,
"what could it be?"
"Do you mind if I come in and see if I can fix
it." He would take the initiative and invite himself
in, her plan was going to work perfectly.
He sat on his sofa trying to make the flow
stop. Concentrating. With each ounce of water his
concentration became more intense. Wanting,
wishing, needing the flow of water to stop.
Her heart pounded loudly in her chest. She
could feel the blood pulsing through her veins. She
knew it would not be long until she was face to face
with the man of her dreams. With each ounce of
blood that passed through her heart she could feel
her nervous energy building. It was not infatuation,
it was love. She did not understand how such a
thing was possible but she was not infatuated with
this man, she was not lusting after him. She was in
love. She laid in her bed remembering all of the
times that she had watched him come and go. All of
the times that she had lingered outside his windows,
just to watch the way he moved and interacted. She
was not watching him in an attempt to get a cheap
thrill. She was watching him to learn who he was, to
know him. She could hear his conversations through
her floor without really trying. She didn't try to hear
him but when she caught a bit of one of his conver
sations, she listened. She did not press her ear
against the floor or make an effort to strain to hear
him. She was not a pervert or a stalker, she was
merely curious. Curious to know the man.
He sat still on the sofa, candles lit to increase
his concentration, lights out. His head began to ache
as he imagined the ceiling free of water, free of
cracks. He imagined the room silent without the
gush of water which filled his ears now. He knew it
would not be long, he knew he could make it stop.
However, what he did not know was the source of
the flow. He did not know that the woman who
lived upstairs from him had knocked a hole in her
toilet. Had he known these things he could have
made the water stop flowing into her toilet. That
would make it stop flowing through his ceiling. But
he did not know the source, and could therefore not
make it stop. He decided that he could not wait
anymore, he felt defeated, yet still determined.
She grew impatient, she felt as though she
could not wait any longer. She felt defeated, yet-.still
determined. She would arise from her sleep, walk
into the bathroom, and discover the mess. She
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would then call him on the phone and report the
problem. Maybe he was not yet aware of the situa
tion. Maybe he didn't know. She knew his number,
she knew her new plan.
He rose from the sofa with his new plan in
mind. He would succeed. He had decided to pass
through the wall leading into the stairwell that led to
her door. He would simply walk up to the wall, pass
through, then go up the stairs and tell her about the
water, imple enough.
She walked into the bathroom, discovering
th m s. She acted with surprise, acted. She had to
b gin practicing. Sh would call him shortly and tell
him that something was wrong with her toilet. She
would tell him that she didn't know how to fix it. He
would be forced to come up to her apartment and fix
the leak. He would have to turn off the water
because she "didn't know how."
He walked up to the wall, pressed his face
and body flat against it and began the slow process.
He had to convince himself and the wall that the
spaces between their molecules were perfectly
aligned. The candles, still lit. The sound of water:
pouring, gushing, droning in the backgrormd was
peaceful to him now. He pressed himself tight
against the wall. Tighter. Eyes closed, tighter. Space,
gaps. The first few layers of his skin started to join
the wall. The sensation was intense. It was like
nothing he had ever experienced. The parts of his
body that the wall had joined with felt very heavy,
yet still attached. He felt as though the first few
layers of his skin were melting off, growing heavier
and sliding right off of his body, yet they were still
in front of him.
She walked toward the phone. Deciding to
wait, just for effect. She would bang around and
make noise so that he would believe she was trying
to fix it.
He slipped a little farther into the wall. His
nose, now, fully immersed in the plaster. He began
to wonder if he would be able to see once inside the
wall. He did not concern himself with distracting
thoughts for too long, he continued on. His body felt
heavier. His mind was almost unable to take the
sensory overload that it was experiencing. His arms
and legs were half way into the wall his eyes, not far
behind. The coolness of the room behind him felt
strange in contrast with the lack of hot or cold that
he was experiencing with the parts of his body that
were being swallowed by the wall.
Still farther into the wall he sunk. His eyes
entered the wall. He saw nothing. He was aston
ished by the blackness. Blinded by the intensity of
the black. His chest entered the wall and it took his
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breath away. He felt constricted, like being the prey
of a large serpent. Perhaps more horrible than a
serpent, perhaps more stimulating. His ears entered
next. Sudden silence, then noise, voices, sormds. It
seemed as though he could hear everything in the
building. Some voices louder than others. Some just
whispers. He heard distant voices, as though he was
hearing the thoughts of all those occupying the
building. Whispers and voices. The voices, voic s.
The whispers, thoughts. The noises, pounding and
banging. The heel of his right foot was th only part
of his body that was still in his room. H wa
moving more quickly, gaining pace, holding concen
tration.
She moved toward the phone, grabbed it
and dialed.
He was breezing through the wall, it seemed
as though he was ripping a hole through time. The
sensations made it seem as though that were the
case. Suddenly there was a strange buzzing sormd
that traveled from above and very near his head,
perhaps through it. Then ringing, horrible ringing.
His nose, eyes and mouth had exited through to the
other side of the wall. His left leg and right arm had
found their way to freedom as well. Ringing. Gaps,
spaces. Stop. He stopped moving through the wall.
Ringing. His face and two limbs free, full of life. The
rest of his body frozen, suspended in numbness. He
was trapped. He struggled to regain his concentra
tion. Spaces, gaps. The candles behind him in his
apartment, nothing but blinding light ahead. Blind
ing. Everything was aglow, nothing had definition
or structure. Everything was blinding shades of
white, and various shades of off-white. Ringing.
Thrmderous ringing. Before each ring, the buzzing
pulse that he heard the first time, whizzing through
his head. Vision slowly returning. Frozen.
Disappointed, she hung up the phone. She
knew he was home, she had seen him come in. She
was confused, her first two plans had failed. It was
time for a third. She planned to shut off the water
and go down to his apartment in her bed clothes.
She then would explain that there had been a
problem but that she had resolved it. She would get
to meet him that way. Certainly she could meet him
then. She entered the bathroom, knelt down and
turned off the water. She stood up and checked her
hair in the mirror. Very nice. She headed confidently
toward the door of her apartment. She opened the
door and started down the stairs.
He heard a loud bang and footsteps from
above. He pointed his eyes toward the sormd but
could not see far enough to spot anything. Suddenly
he saw her.

2.

Needing

She saw him. She was confused and scared.
Her first thought was that someone had added some
kind of surreal sculpture to the hallway. Then she
realized that it was watching her. She stopped and
looked at him. She formd it peculiar. A strange man
was sticking out of the wall. His face, chin and the
front of his hairline were outlined by the smooth
white plane. He was exposed back to the ear, ears
still buried in the wall. One arm and one leg were
protruding, as well. Sh was be~ildered and afraid
to speak. Afraid the creature might respond. She,
then realized who it was. It was the man she had
beer: waiting for. She was dazed. Still, spee~es~.
"Hello I'm Linda." she said with hesitation.
I
'Tm Pete,
it's a pleasure to meet you, "he
said, "You can shake my hand if you want."
"Is this some kind of joke?"
"No I'm stuck in the wall, there has been a
molecular fusion, and I'm stuck right in the middle
of it, literally."
"How does such a thing h appen.?"
"Well, I was attempting to pass through th~
wall to go upstairs to tell you that there was water m
my apartment, coming from yours." He.stopped to
catch his breath, when suddenly he realized that he
wasn't breathing. He didn't even feel the nee~ to
breathe. "Anyway, the phone rang and that dis
tracted me so much and now I can't get out. I lost,
my concentration and now 1:m ~~ flustered, I can t
even think about concentrating.
''Wow. Well, can I cut you out or some- .
thing?" she asked, trying to help, feeling responsible.
"No, I'm fused to the wall, I am part of the
wall, there's no cutting me out."
,,
"W 11 then how can I help you concentrate.
"Ju:t keep me company and maybe that will
eventually calm me d own.
,,
.
,,All right then, I'll be right back. she said as
she scampered up the stairs.
She thought about how lucky she was, the
man of her dreams was stuck at the bottom of her
stairs. She could visit him whenever she wanted.
They could become real good friends. .
He waited for her to return, cravmg some
kind of company to keep his mind off of the fact that
he was stuck in the wall. He could hear her scram
blin around in her apartment. He could almost see
hJ she was doing just by the clarity of the sounds.
;he walked to the door, closed it.behind her and
eturned to the bottom of the stairs.
r
"Welcome back." he sa1'd .
"My pleasure" she said, a silence came over
her, "..so what brings you h ere.?"
II

"You rang." he said chuckling. .
She squirmed uneasily as she realize~ that
her phone call was what broke his concentration. It
was her fault that he was stuck in the wall. She
started to feel guilty and indebted to him. She felt as
though she owed him something, some comfort,
some love.
"I'm gonna stay right here rmtil we can get
you out of this," she said confidently.
"That'd be great."
They sat silently.
"Do you want any food, or anything to
,
drink?" she asked, breaking the silence.
"I'll take something to drink. What do ya
have?"
"Iced tea and water."
"I'll take iced tea."
She rose and started up the stairs. Her mind
ringing with the hum of chaos again. She thought
once more how lucky she was. He was dependent on
her. He could do nothing without her. He needed
her.
He could hear her whispering in her apart
ment yet he could not make out the words. Faint
whis~ering. He concentrated on mo_ving out of the
wall. He thought. The noise was so mtense, t1:e .
sensations so incredible. He could not keep his mmd
on anything for more than a couple of seconds. He
heard her fidgeting arormd some more. Then she
returned, iced tea in hand.
"Here," she said, handing him the glass. He
held it in his hand motionless.
.
"Sorry." She removed the glass from his .
hand. She placed the bottom lip of the glass upon his
bottom lip and tipped it gently. He drank. The
beverage felt refreshing in his mouth. He sw_al
lowed, realizing that he did not feel the cool i~ed tea
slide down his throat and enter his sto~ach like he
was used to. After it passed through his mouth h~
could feel it disperse and cool the upper half of his
body. He drank the entire glass, to the bottom. She
watched as the wall beneath his chin slowly ~ed a
brownish shade of gray. The beverage soa~ed ~to
the wall. He had never experienced anything hke
this. He could not see the beverage on the wal~,
although he assumed that it would happen. _Hi~
entire body felt cool and refreshed and h~ d1~ t
really care what it took to achieve that. His mam
concern was relaxation. He wondered how he would
ever feel relaxed while such tension and ~ressure
were being placed upon his body. He decided to .
wait rmtil nightfall to attempt exiting the wall agam.
She sat in her chair for hours. They talked
about their lives and past experiences. They talked
about past relationships, good and bad. They talked
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there and had no idea, at all, how to return.
She walked back to her apartment, passing
the spot where he used to protrude. She paused and
placed her hands upon the spot. Brown with tea,
damp and gray with sweat. She remembered how
she felt. She wanted it back, but could not have it.
She walked, head drooped, up the stairs and into her
apartment. She laid on her bed and continued
we ping. She placed her hand upon the wall and
tart d rubbing it.
H could feel her rubbing and tried to let her
know. H tri d to care sher hand. Tried to let her
kn w that her gentl trok w re pleasurable and
d ir d. Tri d to give her the same satisfaction. He
kn w h was in her apartment and he could feel her
touching him. He knew these things by instinct, by
feeling, not by any knowledge he had previously
experienced.
She continued her needful touching.
He continued to try to respond.
She lay in her bed still weeping. She needed
him. Her hand stroked the wall, hoping he was
aware. She almost felt as though the wall was trying
to caress her at the same time. She had similar
feelings as she did while they were making love. She
felt like the wall was shaping around her hand. She
could feel the wall caressing her. She stood up on the
floor and began rubbing the wall. It was apparent to
her that the wall was responding to her touching.
She could feel, in the wall, a need, a want. She could
tell that the wall was in turn responding to her
touch. The wall was caressing her. She pressed her
body tight against the wall, and stood motionless.
She could feel stimulation. She could feel something.
She felt soothing comfort and compassion. She
began kissing the wall and making love to it again.
He could feel her touch. He knew that she
could feel his presence. He knew that they could
love each other. He caressed her hand and her body.
He felt all of the ecstasy that he had felt before. He
felt the same overwhelming feelings.
She knew that they loved one another. She
knew that they could love each other in this manner,
but it was not enough. She needed to be with him.
She began trying to enter the wall.

5.

Ending

She stood, body flat against the wall. She
concentrated but did not know what to concentrate
on. She thought. She tried to lose herself in thought
about entering the wall. She tried, but without
success. She began to grow angry and defeated. She
needed to be near him. She needed to hold him. She
tried again. Concentrate. Wall, pass into. Cells,
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spaces. Concentrate. She tried, but again with no
success.
She started to get very frustrated and began
clawing at the wall. She left claw marks down the
wall as she clawed. Plaster piling up under her
fingernails. She drug her fingers across the plaster,
digging, gouging. She then began pounding on the
wall. Frustrated. Pounding, left hand, right hand.
Back and forth, pounding. Irritation. Anger. Frustra
tion. Pounding. Left. Right. Left. Right. Bits of
plaster started to flake off of th wall and fall onto
the floor below. They coll cted in a spar arrange
ment, that slowly grew more d nse. H r hand
b gan to bl ed a h pound d hard rand hard r.
Her blood soak d lovingly into the plaster. Into the
wall. Holes adorned the wall as she stopp din
frustration. She grabbed a handful of plaster in her
hand and began beating her head against the wall.
The pile of plaster on the floor, significant now.
He screamed in pain, not physical pain,
emotional pain, passionate pain. Tearing, nagging,
destructive feelings were all that he was experienc
ing. He wished he could tell her. He wished she
would stop destroying herself. He was giving pieces
of himself to her as a gesture, trying to make her see
that he loved her. Trying to comfort her, trying to
make her understand.
She kept banging her head, again and again.
She started to bleed from the head as she repeatedly
slammed it into the crumbling wall. She continued.
Squeezing the plaster tight in her hand, her head still
bashing into the dented, cracking, red wall. She
started to feel dizzy. She stopped, turned around,
and collapsed. She collapsed on the bed of plaster,
her head against the wall. She lay there bleeding.
Bleeding on and into the pool of plaster. Bleeding
into the wall. She lay there.
He was filled with pain. He reached out and
covered her with a blanket of dust. He knew it was
over. He knew that the end had come. He loved her.
She lay there, surrounded by the wall. Lying
in the wall. Her blood soaked into plaster, the plaster
dissolved in her blood and against her body. The
plaster was still clenched tightly in her fist.
He caressed her as she lay in his arms.

Da.-vic:::f A._ Petrema.n

LEAVING IT BEHIND

Darkness

If there ever was a hole
In the Chilean night
This is it: the entrance
To th Estacion Central.

There is a wall, a very black wall,
between where we are
and where we have come to believe we belong,
and the quiet lights on the lake
do nothing to ease this,
it is like a thirst without welcome
or the dancing of a maniac
alone in the dark where no one can see
the leaping and release of his or her talent,
invisible to everyone
but the dance thrown away
in such breathless exhaustion.

The taxi driver disappears
Toward another calling,
I stand far too early
Before an opening
To another world
Spread wide with black beams,
Dense enough to pull in
Generations of travelers
Heading south to Rancagua,
Talca, Curic6 and Chillan.
I sit in the dark cold,
Embrace the only familiar
Thing around: a big gringo
Suitcase that holds everything
I possess in this country.
There is no place to leave
What I always drag with me.
I face the east end,
Wait for a change
In the sky, a movement
Of another traveler
Or two, a living vibration
Rising through my feet,
Something to pull me
Through to another side
Of things, leave the darkness
Of Santiago in place, move me
Past old trains
Sitting like the dead
In this girdered morgue.
A small light goes on
At a ticket window
And I make out
Several sets of rails
That move forward,
Extending down
A long, narrow map.
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Such a dream is of course exhausting,
though even one as simple
as a box of cigars standing open on the table,
the slender
coils of tightly wrapped leaves,
the scents and the dry tap
of the box snapping shuteven that leaves us finally at a loss
for words that could pretend
to matter, so we begin again
fashioning the words ourselves,
holes cut in the darkness
of a quite solid fog
which will not lift, even as it carries
everyone away across the open grass
and rain wet leaves.
And then I am walking with my son,
slowly so he can keep up,
and we have passed more graves
than he can count, though
he is still naming the numbers
as if merely the naming itself
were a kind of respectful counting-or is it
"accounting"?--of all the dead
in their dreary griefs, even
on this: a sunny clear day, green clear grass
to the end of the tirelessly
continuing world, the stones
turning under our feet
like figures on the dials
of the enormous clocks
of this and that equal hill.
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I am myself a dream of a black thing
flapping between
the features of how these lives surrounding me
could have been lived less passionately and painfully
if only I had not come home
to roost among them, the black crow
grasping the thinnest dead branch
at the peak of the maple that-like everything else
is dying away, slowly
and indifferently. And then on a dark
morning, that same son
crawling into the kitchen
where I laughed at some joke forgotten,
and his cry "I bleed, I'm bleeding!"
and the horrible
red wrapping his face and ear as he fell.

Fresh Air
Now among the plantings, those bouquets
sent with such careful consideration,
I have found the display of a moving pressure
that eases the poems from the sterns of their thoughts
as if they were never intended
to remain welded so firmly to the ground
but were always parachutes of sorts
for a loving friendship that would fold.
I am amazed at how quickly the world has changed
since it so cleverly decided to show me you
moving in it as a breeze moves among
the hundred (at least) solemn leaves
of my favorite maple, moving along the order
of the fence and flower garden-the eye's distraction
playing with the petals of purple and white,
prodding the bees into climbing
the difficult steps of their flight.. ..
And the grace of play has more than once
given way to the hard work of genuine anger,
things thrown in the flash of what happens,
the cactus in its anguish
unexpectedly blossoming.
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Less than a year eye to eye, and yet
already so much has been opened, and closed,
and gently put away
for that other solid pleasure
of merely walking on the ground like grown people,
a steadiness barely wide enough for laughter.
I wanted to be in love forever
and you said it was perhaps possible,
though you were thinking of someone else
and your eyes drifted
like the eyes of a woman looking at a field of flowers
she couldn't see but only remembered.
And so I remember the closed summer
of working in a field of sunflowers.
Daily I would vanish
into the green block of my assignment,
moving with my hoe and clips
and apron of bags and papers, making way
down the lanes of the interior shadows:
the blossoms were larger than a large man's
hands, larger than my own dipping
and sweating head, and they tottered and wove
and sang above my walking and bending to work,
enormous gold and yellow claps of laughter
reflecting the sun's slow smile-but I
was beneath and saw them only
from the green underside of their stems like legs
and leaves like small umbrellas,
taking the notes of a sense
at once casual and meticulous, a blind
gardener in a paradise of flowers
though I dreamed myself Zacchaeus
climbing the sycamores of heaven ....
How dark it is to always be hidden
in the work of care, a passionate mole
under the surface of love, sweating with the stalks
both vast and weak, the incapable sterns
barely managing the height of blossoming ....
And then the evening break, sitting
in the open road and feeling
the clear breeze touching and gentle
across the clipped fields so recently wheat,
listening to the soft clatter of the flowers
and the songs of the hundred birds
falling to pick
the dry seeds from their hearts.
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Laura Albrecht is a Wright State alumnist via the
English Department. She lives and write in the
Dayton area.
Jos Ampleforth traded his Greek Lexicon for a one
y ar ditorship of Nexus (1994) and has since
conduct d children's writing workshops at the
Dayton Art Institut and the K-12 Gallery (in
conjunction with th ((now defunct)) Yellow
pring Baking
. "Women's P try Readings"),
and aft r a y ar f mi-seclu ion i (soon to b
lit r lly) roving ditor at larg . "F talsong" tak s
fr rn cumrning , and was audibly available
via one w k p try phone line court sy of the
D yton Daily N ws.
Lewis Ashman "My son Ben is nine today. It's
hard to believe anyone could be that young (single
digit!) But then I remember he's my son, and I
can't believe he's that old. I've been a father for
nine years? Why aren't I better at fatherhood? Or,
at least, why aren't I more comfortable in that
role? Oh well..." Lewis holds a Philosophy degree
from Purdue University, and Nietzsche'd his way
round Wright State for some time. He has been
found delivering sermons to those of us in such a
state of need, tho his soapbox is no higher than a
grain of sand between a Jesus toe.
John Bennett's recent books include Prime Sway,
Rigid, Poeta, Eddy and Fish, Man, Control, Room and
a tape, Milky Floor, with Sheila E. Murphy.
Alan Botrel, born in Ploue (South Brittany), spent
most of his life in Paris (where he graduated in
Philosophy, Linguistics and Celtic Philology)
before settling down in Rennes where he now lives.
PhD of Celtic studies, and specialized in Middle
Br ton and modern literature, he teaches Breton at
R nn s University. He has published poems, short
tori , translations from English, Spanish, French
nd modern Greek, as well as book reviews.
Among his works are: Pa sav an tenval, 1976 (poems),
Barzhonegou 1983 (poems), Bues santes anna 1985
(study of middle Breton text), Teir barzhoneg kuzh
1994 (translation from Seferis), Ma beajou-me 1995
(translation from C'himonas). Currently, he is
preparing a collection of short-stories (<?rea) and
translations from the Greek poet Kavaf1s.
David Chorlton was born in Austria and grew up
in England. His book Outposts was published by
Taxus Press in Great Britain, and he recently won
a chapbook contest.
Adam Cline is a Wright State University Creative
Writing/English major who really digs circus
monkeys. He went out to Boulder to the Naropa
Institute where he dug the righteous and
tremendously beautiful poet Anne Waldman and
the one and only Cosmic Guru, Allen Ginsberg. If
you meet Adam tell him ~e's the s;xiest_m~n ,in
the galaxy-he likes that cause hes a friggm
lunatic. "Love yourselves and be real!"

Cid Corman "Poetry is that
conversation we could not
otherwise have had."
Thomas Rain Crowe is a poet, translator and
author of several books of original work and
translation including his most recent Night Sun
trilogy published in 1993. He is a former ditor of
such magazines as Beatitude and Katuah Journal,
publish r of New Native Pr ss, and producer of
Fern Hill Records. His fir t book of po ms The
Personified Street, introduc d by Jack Hir hm n,
was written during his tay in an Franci c
during th 1970's. H curr ntly liv. in th moky
Mountains of west rn North arohna, wh r h 1s
International Editor-at-large for The A hville Poetry
Review.
Gwenda} Denez was born in Kemper (Quimper),
West Brittany, and is a native Breton speaker. A
graduate in English and Linguistics, In 1989 he
received State Doctorate in Breton and Celtic (his
thesis was about the Breton writer Fanch Elies
Abeozen), and since 1992 he has taught at Rennes
University. He founded, with others, the magazine
AL LANV in 1981. Among his published works
are: C'hamsin (1989), a novel, (1989), Blues komzett
(1990), a collection of poems (which was awarded
the Imrarn Prize), and Pesketourien Douarnezez
(1979), a study about the fisherman in his
hometown. In addition, he is author of various
works about World War I, is a translator, and is
director of the collection SKRID .
Keith Flynn studied at Mars Hill College and the
University of NC-Asheville. He won the Sandburg
Prize in 1985. He is lyricist and lead singer for the
nationally acclaimed rock band The Crystal Zoo,
which has released two albums: Swimming Through
Lake Eerie and Pouch (Warhead Records, 1996). His
collections of poetry are The Talking Drum (1991)
and The Book of Monsters (1994). He has conducted
writing workshops and read his poetry all across
North America. He is founder and managing
editor of The Asheville Poetry Review since 1993.
Recent publications include Ark River
Retrospectives, The Charlotte Poetry Review, Central
New York Environment, Fault Lines, The Fury, Lurch,
The New Press, Now and Then, and Poetry Wales.
Krista Franklin "My writing has long surpassed
hobby status and is now full blown therapy.
Somedays, putting pen to paper can mean the
difference between putting wrist to straight razor,
or contemplating the distance between window
and concrete way too long." Krista resides in
Dayton, OH.
Yvan Goll was a central figure early on in his life
in Germany in both the Dada and Expressionist
movements alongside such dignitaries as Hans
Arp. He then moved to Paris and was one of the
founders (with Breton, Apollinaire, and Eulard) of
the French Surrealist movement. His early books
were illustrated by Picasso, Dali, Leger, Chagall

(who illustrated the book of love poems 10,000
Dawns), Tanguy and others. He was.a pivotal
playwright of the modern theatre: his p~ay . .
"Methusalem" was the foundation and inspiration
for Ionesco and the soon to become Theatre-of-the
Absurd and for Artaud and his Theatre-of
Cruelty: Known, even in ~s lifetime, as the pre
eminent multi-lingual wnter of the century, Goll
came to the U.S. with the Nazi invasion o~ France,
and started the influential literary ma&azme
Hemisp11eres, which published such wnters as
H nry Miller, St. John Perse and Andre Breton.
Th h r tofore untranslated collectio~ 10:00? ,
Dawns is a real gem in the crown of his lifetimes
work, which included some 50 books of poetry,
plays, fiction and essays.
Ken Haponek will graduate this Marc~ from.
Wright State University with a degree m :enghsh,
Education. "There is no other p~an~ of eXIstence Id
rather be on than this one. My life 1s sandalwoody
and dapper."
Le shawn Jackson's poetry has appeared in The
Heartlands Today and Byron Poetry Works. In 1993,
she and a poem won first place in a co1:te~t
sponsored by Red Cedar Review, a publication of
Michigan State University. Because she has
.
recently received her M.A. in English from Wnght
State University, she will apply for a C.E.O.
position at Texaco. "Black jellybeans of the world
unite!"
W B Keckler' s books are Ants Dissolving In
M~o~light (Fugue State Press, NYC, _1995) and The
Janus Book (Vortex, Seattle, 1997). _H1syoems are
a pearing in current or fort~comm& issues of
S~lfur, Talisman, First Inten~zty, Manifold, Antenym,
Object Columbia Poetry Review, TO, Texture,
Philor/zel, Osiris, Oasis (U.K.), Generator and m?ny
others. His work also appears in the_ antholo~1es:
The Gertrude Stein Awards In Inn~vatzve American
Poetry 94-95 (national award senes),The Art of
Dance (NYC., 1997) and The Po~t' ~ Calenda~ (Sun &
M oon, LA ., 199S) · He is the rec1p1ent of a hterary
1
·
fellowship/master grant from the Pennsy varua
Council on the Arts for 1996.
Nancy Levant's chapbook Generations of Sara
(1995) is available from Runaway Spoon Press.
,,calls and letters" is part of the_ chapbook
to
God From A Divorce, due out this month fro~ ew
Song Press. She is also lyricist and co-vocahst on
lburns with Key West Jazz performer _Leanna
~fl~ and contributing lyricist and voc~hs~ o1;
two albums by the Dayton-based highly mtrmsic
and original avant art-funk-rock b?nd All Thee_
Above. Nancy earned a BA in English from Wnght
State University in 1980.

Lettrt

Jeff Mann grew up in south':"~st Virginia ~d
southern West Virginia, receivmg_de_gz:ees m
En lish and forestry from West Virginia .
9 ·ty . He has published in
Kestrel, !ns,
U ruvers1
. • A t t m and
Amethyst, The Laurel Review, Kmesis, n ie a '

Hampden-Sydney Poetry Review, with poems
upcoming in Prairie Schooner and Blackwater
Review. He teaches Appalachian S~di~s,_ Southern
Literature and creative writing at Virgirua Tech.
Doug Martin has been <?r curre:r:itly is poe~y
editor for the Mid-American Review, The Midland
Review, and Cimarron Review_. In 1993, He was the
Theodore Morrison Scholar m Poetry at the
Breadloaf Writers Conference. His poems have_
appeared in the Hawaii Review, Georgetown Review,
B-City, Weber Studies and elsewhere.
Meschach Mclachlan was taken in and tu~or~d by
Lamont Po try Award winner Kathryn Strq;>h_ng
Byer, who noticed his enthusiasm and pr<:>d1gious
talent for poetry, when he was thirteen. Smee then,
he has attracted the attention of and w_orked
closely with such poets as Li-Youn~-L1, ~swell as
having won awards for work publ~hed m su~~
journals as the Asheville Poetry Review, The In:'isz~le
Academy, and the North Carolina Poetrf Society s
Award Winning Poems. The poems here m can be
found in his book, Seizures Of The Sun (New
Native Press). He is seventeen years old.
Foladeh' Mondisa is currently a ~enior at Wright
State University, majoring in Sociology. After .
graduation she plans to attend graduate scho?l m
English and pursue a writing career. Foladeh s .
work has previously appeared in Nexus, and she is
a member of the dramatic performance/spoken
word trio "Spoken Journey." "In our world, only
those who discover the phenomenal power of
words to regenerate the soul _will atta~ respect for
poetry. I share this respect with you...
Joe Napora is author of nume!ous books ofyoetry,
including Snaketrain/Freightram (Quelquefo1s
Press), a poetic translation _of Walum Glum, and he
is editor of Bullhead magazine.
Valery Oisteanu is a poet, writer, j<;>urnalist, ar_t
critic and an internationally rec_ogmzed _authority
on Dadaism and Surrealism. His books include
Prothesis, Vis A Vis Bali, Underwater Temples,
Passport To Eternal Life, and Moon~ Of Ve1:us, and
most recently Temporary Immortalzty, available
from Pass Press, NY.
Simon Perchik's poetry has bee~ publisI:ed in
ny P eriodicals including Partisan Review, The
ma
Nation Poetry and, The New y orker. "P roces s I.s all
for Pe;chik, who has turned himself ~to almost
pure imagination, purer than mer~ existence, to
help us reclaim our buried selves. (Edward
Butscher)
D

id A. Petreman is an associate professor of

s a:ish at Wright State University. He has

~blished two books on Chilean writers_ and
~ontinues to work closely with other wnters_from
that country. He is also a poet who has publish~,
among other things, a number of poems about s
experience in Chile.
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Mark Rutter grew up in Northern England. His
po try has been published in the U.S., U.K., and
Canada. His chapbook is entitled The Farm House
Voices.
Scarecrow "one hair of compassion
fills the head."
Jean-Marc Sens has published French translations
of Hart ran 's Key West and "Voyages." His
po try ha pp ar d in Prenez Parti, Exquisite
orpse, International Poetry Review, Pegasus and
Cimarron Review.
Bernez Tangi was born in Karanteg (North
Brittany) and is a native Breton speaker. After
completing his studies he decided to travel around
the world before settling in Berrien (Central
Brittany) where he now lives. He is a poet, a short
story writer, as well as a well-known singer, both
traditional ("kan ha diskan") and rock, who used
to sing with the rock band STORLOK before going
on a solo career. In 1990 he released the album,
Kest al lec'h, the title of one of his poems, and his
collection of poems Fulennou an Tantad (1987) was
awarded the Imram Prize.
Daniel Tepfer is a man of letters in that he owes
everyone he knows at least one. He is a
householder living in a core of corruption
(Washington D.C.) where he seeks Daruma's clean
mind and Guanyin's clean heart. He is still single,
but things are looking up.

Paul Weidenhoff's poetry has appeared in a
number of national and international journals,
including Experimentelle Texte (Germany-an
anthology of 16 American verbo-visual poets),
Terrible Work (U.K.), Columbia PoetnJ Review (U.S.),
Tight (U.S.), Juxta (U.S.), Oasis (U.K.), and
Generator (U.S.). He is founder and co-editor of
Logodaedalus (now in its fifth y ar). His most
r c nt book, Songs and Hymns, is forthcoming
through Runaway Spoon Press in 1997.

Jud Yalkut is a film and vid o mak r who ha
taught film and vid o in New York at th School
of Visual Arts, the City University of N w York in
Queens and New York University. Since 1973 he
has been Assistant Professor at Wright State
University (where he founded the film and video
area of the Art Department) and has taught at
Sinclair Community College in Dayton and Xavier
University in Cincinnati. His film and video work
has been exhibited at The Whitney Museum of
American Art, the Museum of Modem Art, the
Anthology Film Archi es, the Millennium Film
Archives and other venues throughout the United
States, Canada, Europe and Japan. His writing on
the arts appears in publications such as ARTS
Magazine and the East Village Other in New York,
Bijitsu Techno Art Monthly in Japan and
DIALOGUE in Columbus, Ohio. He is on the
Board of Trustees of the Dayton Visual Arts Center
and Director of the Video-Film Collective.

Virginia Vidal is an award winning writer,
literary critic and journalist from Chile. She has
written novels, biographies, short stories, essays
and many articles on literature and culture. She
currently lives and writes in the capital city,
Santiago. The story included here is one of several
she has written about the oppression during the
recent Chilean dictatorship.

Per Denez In the late fifties he founded the
political magazine AR VRO. Since 1969, he taught
at the University of Rennes where he soon after
headed the Breton and Celtic studies Dept. He has
published a great number of works.
(apologies for the misplacement of Denez)

Joe Wade is still a film major at Wright State
University. He has several screenplays in the
works, and a film entitled Immeasurable due out in
mid 1997. Joe is currently transforming his story
"Fusion" into a screenplay and, with the artistic
help of his fiancee Jen, a graphic novel. Attempts
will be made to sell both upon completion. In their
spare time, Joe and Jen enjoy picking wax off their
manatee, and stealing screen doors for money.

I send my grandiose gratitude to jos ampleforth,
Bob Moore, Thomas Rain Crowe, Anna
McCormick, Mike Haeflinger, Larry Sawyer,
Cathy Vance, Gary Pacernick, Annete Oxindine,
Andrea Franklin, Henry Limouze, James
Hughes, Illana Wolpert, John Sherman,
Christine Snyder, Carmen Anastasio, Kat
Walter, Mick, Joan, Katie, David, Loraine, and
Terry Owens, George and Olive Hittner, Vince
Holaran, Bob Saurbrey, soil, exploited grocery
workers at Miejer, Michael Goodson, Carol
Zamonski, WSU trees, The Guardian, Craig
Napier, Alexis Larson, Chrissie DiSalvo, Mark
Knapke, Jay Gilbranson, Multi Media Services,,
Lorie Friesteller, student union janitors, the
invisible thing between self and us, Gustaf
Sobin, Bigelow tea, J. Hoochy, Brian and Eric
Bagdonas and all contributors. -mARK

Ken Wainio is Italian and Finnish, and has lived in
San Francisco for 25 years. A poet, playwright, and
novelist, his work has appeared in City Lights
Review, The Aegean Review, Furious Fictions, and
Nexus. His books include Letters From Al-Kemi, Two
Lives, and most recently, Crossroads of the Other
which was introduced by Philip Lamantia.
Anne Waldman is author of Iovis and Kill or Cure;
she co-edited Disembodied Poetics, Annals of the Jack
Kerouac School, with Andrew Schelling. She is
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Director of the Writing program at the Naropa
Institute in Boulder, CO.
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